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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 1,

LOCAJL AFFAIRS

Where’s Your
“Nest Egg?”
It is time

receiving

we were

NEW ADVKRTISKMKNI'H THIS WEEK.

Patrick Kearns—Groceries ami fruits.
First Nat’l Bank—Home banking system.
Floyd A Hjynea—Meats, fish and groceries.
Portland Me.
Equitable Life Assurance

savings deposit

egg”
It is

later years.

to save; and it

is

when jou start

an

for

substantial

a

never too

early

SCHEDULE OK MAILS

absolute protection of

with

principal

you to make your dollars grow

Hancock

in

In

or too

late to

begin

We

us.

at all

guarantee

times;

On

MAINE.

E.

all

initiatory deFriday evening.

will work the

returned Monday after
business trip to Boston and

Hopkins

K.

extended

Miss Mary Somes, of Mt. Desert, has
the guest of Mrs. T. E. Hale the
past week.
beeu

F.

I_MASON,

The Epwortb league will serve a chicken
supper at Odd Fellows hall this evening
from 6 to 8.

E. Hale and Mrs. L. F. Hooper
to the sick list during

Mrs. T.

GENERAL INSURANCE.

have been added
the

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH. ME.

W.

TAPLEY,

BUILDING.

past week.
Caroline Crosby, of Minneapolis,
is the guest for a few days of her aunt,
Mrs. L. A. Emery.
Miss

regular meeting of Esoteric lodge
will be held to-morrow evening. A full
attendance is desired.
The

General Insurance, Real Estate, Investments
BANK

Monday

New York.

on

application.

O.

stands of

EIl_l_SWO RTM

Mrs.
Austin,
spend*
ing some weeks in Massachusetts with
A. W.

who has been

daughter,

her

is home.

For Sunday’s Dinner.
Here’s our “menu” for your Sunday dinner; surely, from
such a long and varied list, you ought to be able to select a
most appetizing array of fine eatables.

MEATS:
LAMB,
VEAL,
PORK,
DUCKS,
FOWLS,
CHICKENS FOR

ROASTING CHICKENS,

TURKEYS,

DANDELIONS,
CELERY,

Of

34

BROILING.

BEET GREENS,

LETTUCE,

8TKEF.T,

vegetables;
a
popularly

was

a

Miss Alice Brown, of Augusta, who has
been visiting friends in Ellsworth for
the past week, has returned.
Mrs. Charles F. Hammond, of Surry,
has been the guest of her son, Harry C.
Austin, during the past week.
The ladles of the Unitarian church will

give

supper in their

vestry Wednesday,

8, at 6 o’clocs.

The

a

public

is

in-

new store

George Parcher, of this city, a Bowdoin
a guest at the governor’s reAugusta on Washington’s
birthday.

junior, was
ception In

in Ellsworth V

their home at Southwest Harbor.
Thomas J. Holmes, who is critically ill
with pneumonia, is reported this morning to be a trifle more comfortable. His
friends

sincerely hope

for bia

THE COUNTY SUPPLY CO.

entertainment by the Unity club,
to have been given this evening,

The
that

waa

haa

been

12,

on

Crockery, Tinware,

Boots

poatponed

account ol

thoae who

full line of

are

to

ao

to

Wedneaday. April

much

lllneaa among

take part.

Guy W. Butler, ot Old Town, who
apendlng aeveral weeka with her
See our buaband In Ellaworth, returned home last
Mra.

haa been

and Rubber Goods.

Shoes, Hats, Caps

Butler Is bookkeeper at the
Ellaworth Hardwood Co.’a factory.
Mr.

week.

3,3,8 and 10 Cent Counters.
D. n. TRIBOU, Pres.

WATER STREET, Next Door to Postoffice.

demand

Sidney A. Goodwin ia home
daya while bla vessel, the John
Maxwell, is loading in New York. Saturday and Sunday Capt. Goodwin and
George P. Woodward were at Nlcolln.

Capt.

for

E. T. DOYLE, Treas.

the:

best'

a

few

Among those who attended the “Way
Back” ball at Bar Harbor last evening
were W. W. Morrison and wife, Miss Mae
Witham, F. C. Burrlll and wife, Mra. G.
F. Newman, jr., and Mias Susie Jordan.
Irving C., the seven-months-old child
Joseph H. Brown and wife, died Friday at its home on Spruce street of

of

pneumonia.

Fuueral services

were

Boston,

are

in the

city,

called here

by

the

Mrs. McLean’s nephew, John
W. Malone. Mias Katherine Doyle, of
Boston, la in the city, called here by the
same sad event.
death of

Th9 board ot
sessions at city

The Taste Tells.**

take:

hours

substitute:!

no

are

from

registration began its
hall
yesterday. The
0

dally until Friday.

to

1; 3 to 5 and 7 to 9
No

names

can

be

F'OR sale
At

HANCOCK
K00**

Mo**

•'“<*<1

Harnesses.

^iue Carriages.

or no

sale.

r.

and second
Agent lor H. A.
as

repre

Terms reasonable.
H.

GOUI.I).

Do you know that we have the best Razor ever sold in Ellsworth?
We war
We have sold nearly 100 of them already and are still selling more.
rant each and every one of them to give satisfaction or money refund ed.
r*v'rT-

AMicniriio
(VMKKJCAIH

arfvsnc* E. G.

$8.00 a year;
if paid In

3

Tbe telephone girls, who are to Rive a
“shirtwaist” party at Odd Fellows hall
to-morrow evening, are greatly disturbed
because of the rumor abroad among tbe
boys that they, too, are expected to wear
shirtwaists. This is not so; the boys may

they usually

as

sions.

This affair

evening,

but it

do

for such

occa-

scheduled for last
found necessary to

was

was

Kalph M. Holmes, who has been named
by Gov. Cobb to represent the Ellsworth
high school at tbe inaugural ceremonies
next Saturday, leaves to-night for Washington. Judge John B. Redman is tbe
Main; member of the
tbs

committee having

school

sub-committee of

charge the high
boys of the country who attend.
in

It is safe to say that under the
guidance they will be carefully

judge’s
looked

after, and will receive “all that is coming
to them”. Young Holmes is a member
of the class that is to graduate in June.

Thursday night, between
o’clock, Mrs. Reuben Treworgy,

10 and

who lives

the

small for those of a bear, and too large
The impression is
for those of a wolf.
that it was a loup-cervier, or Canadian
who
was up caring for
A
neighbor,
lynx.
a sick child, also heard the animal’s cries,
and was greatly disturbed. No trace of
the strange creature has since been seen.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Miss Frances Cook is home from
week’s visit with relatives in Bangor.

a

Miss Helen A. Thomas, who is teaching
in Madison, is here with her mother and
sister for a few days.
Miss Alice Brown, who has been here
for several weekB caring for her niece,
Miss Nina Franklin, returned to Augusta

Tuesday.
Miss Eugenie Moore, who has been visiting here for several weeks with her sister, Mrs. Martin Salisbury, returned to
Bangor Tuesday.
The many friends of Melvin Lyman
hear of his death at his
were sorry to
Mr. Lyman
home in Waterville Feb. 27.
bad been ill for some time with cancer of
the liver, and bis death was not unexpected. He leaves besides bis parents a
the
wife and six children who have
Mr. Lyman was a
sympathy of all.
much
was
and
resident
former
here,
liked and respected. The remains will be
brought here Wednesday, and the funeral
will be held at the home of his sister,
Mrs. Hiram Hamilton, Thursday at 2 p.
m. Rev. J. P. Simonton officiating.

$l~o

Price'S 1.50 each*

MOORE, Druggist, Corner

opp.

>

Postoffice, ELLSWORTH.

Royal Baking Powder.
The food is made light,
sweet and wholesome.
Royal should take the
place of cream of tartar and soda and saleratus and sour milk
in making all quickly
risen food.

Dan-Dan-Danuel.
Tree,
A nionroe Dorr

4

5

Dream, Love, Dream,
Where the Mocking Birds
There’s

a

were

Singing,

Walter Scott
Dark Man Cornin’ with

a

Bundle,

Alexander,
J Harry Brown
Sunday Morning when the Church Bells
Chime,
Way Down East Among the Shady Maple
Trees,
Ernest Kingsbury
7 Back, Back, Back to Baltimore,
Oysters and Clamp,
Charles P Halpln
8 The Hills of God,
Out on the Deep,
J A Cunningham
9 Grand finale—What the Brass Band Played
6

HOVAI BAKING POWDM CO.t NiW VO*K.

A civil service examination for rural
free delivery carriers was held ai ibe tifgtt
school building last
Saturday.
Tbero
were four candidates, three from Surry,
and one from Bucksport.

Entire company
Pianist—Miss N I Drummey

ittibcrtiBemnita.

PART II.

Selected

Overture

HERE’S

Monaghan’s orchestra
Stump speech.
W L Pratt
Clarionet solo...Selected
H F Monaghan

After this conies the crowning feature
of the entertainment, “The Stage-Struck
Boarding-house,” a farce with the following cast:
Mr Somerset.A Monroe Dorr
Waxey, a grocer’s boy.J S Donovan
Jim, a lazy coon.J A Stuart
Nick o’ the woods, an Indian.A L Friend
Tommy Dobbs, the star boarder....C W Hurley
Jerry, the Ice man.A L Wltham
Mr Fllpup...E F Robinson, jr
The Butler.
Jas L Gray
The Porter.Henry A Glass
Jenny, the chambermaid.W E Clark
Mrs Fllpup.W II Errock
After the
cleared for

performance,

the

floor will be

dancing.

The reserved seats

are

now

sale at

on

Leland’s.

Wednesday, April 12, at the Unitarian
vestry—Entertainment by the Unity clnb.
Thursday, March 2, at Odd Fellows hall,
Ellsworth—Shirt waist party by girls of
the telephone exchange. Invitations.
Monday, March 6, at Hancock hall—
Dirigo clnb minstrels. Reserved seats,
50c.; admission, 35c. Danco tickets, 25o.
Reserved seats

on

sale at

ROLLE
OATS
AT YOU!
I

offering those big fivepound packages of “Saxon’1
am

“Banner” Rolled Oats—sold

for

25

package—

cents per

Now for
20c

aibrrtiscmtnta.

per

Package
full

There’s

2;">c

worth

in

I cut tho

Compound.
This is a formula we have been
viz.:
up for you for years,
Potash, Salts of Tartar, Salts of Ammonia and Borax. We have sold so
much of this that we have now prepared it all in one package, making it
more convenient for our customers as
well as giving us an opportunity of
extending its sale.
We guarantee this to give even better satisfaction to you than the old
method in which you have always
bought it, and at no greater cost to
you than you have always paid. One
package makes two gallons of Washing Fluids._

putting

every package, yet
price in order to get
touch

MY

with

you in

and

store

with MY way of doing things.
See the Oats—bushels of
’em—in

Parcher, Apothecary,

mv

Main

Ellsworth, Maine.

EDISON

before

always

Leland’s.

Washing Fluid

WHERE

I HURL

or
COMING EVENTS.

11

Surry road, was startled by yelping and whining around tbe barn which
she supposed was made by a stray dog
seeking shelter. The next morning Mr.
Treworgy discovered a space nearly three
feet square on tbe back of tbe barn deon

cake when raised with

The Old Oak

window.

St., Ellsworth.

RECORDS

h

Don’t

judge

the

Phonograph by

what yon

have heard—the imitations or old

styles—*

but go to
CHURCH

NOTES.

Staples, Smith & Moody

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Prayer meeting at
Friday, March 3
7.30.
service at
March
6—Morning
Sunday,
Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday
10.30.
11.45.
school at
Epworth league at 6.30.
Preaching at 7 p. m.
Trenton—Preaching Sunday at 2 p. m.
Mr. Simonton.
Rev.

—

and

the

GENUINE

FRANKLIN ST.,

BAPTIST.

P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
Sunday, March 5—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Praise and
preaching service at 7 p. m.
Rev.

EDISON

ELLSWORTH,

GASOLINE ENGINES,

J. M. Adams, pastor.
Sunday, March 5—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
Prayer and conference meeting on Friday evening at 7.30.

The Famous and Reliable

M I A l\l U 3
outsells them all in Maine.

UNITARIAN.

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, March 5—Service at 10.30
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.

hear

PHONOGRAPH, with Mr. Edison's!
latest improvements.

Rev.

new

Everything

The ladles’aid society of the Methodist
church held its annual election of officers
at the home of Mrs. E. U. Hopkins last
Thursday afternoon. The officers are:
Mrs. William T. Moor, president; Mrs.
Fred E. Blaisdeil, vice-president; Mrs.
Samuel L. Lord, secretary and treasurer;
Mrs. Edward G. Hopkins, collector; Mrs.
Charles O. Wormeli, Mrs. Edward Card
and Mrs. A. P. Ecbenagucia, directresses

No lumps of alkali, are
left in tlie biscuit or

(1; M5*me, (2) Clldee-Oh, (3)
When Reuben Comes to Town, (4) I’m
From Missouri, (5) Dream One Dream
of Me, (6) Do CongregHtlon will please
keep their seats, (7) Dat’a dc way to spell
Chicken, (8) It’s Pie, i9) Home, was never
like this, (10) Carry Mulligan, (11) I
want a little Yum Yum. (12) I’m a thinklng ’bout you honey all the time, (13)
Coonvtlle’s Cullud Band, (14) Alabama
Bari*ecue, (15) finale
When the Harvest Moon la Shining on
the River,
In the Yale of Shenandoah,
A L Wltham

CONGREGATIONAL.

HOUSE STABLE*

business Horses,

^ant&gea»

The remains of Percy W. Davis, elder
of Mrs. E. L. Curtis, of Malden, Mass.,
were brought to Ellsworth and placed in
the receiving tomb at Woodbine cemetery.
The remains were accompanied by his
brother Charles and bis step-father, E. L.
Curtis. Young Davis formerly lived in
Ellsworth where he had many friends.
Besides his mother and brother, he leaves
one sister-—Miss Winnie.

2

son

held

Sunday, Rev. P. A. A. Klllam officiating.
Mrs. Margaret B. McLean and son, of

>

sur-

re-

covery.

a

editor of

Mary E. Drummey
suddenly Tuesday of last week,
was
held on
Thursday, Rev. J. D.
O’Brien officiating.
spoiled of Bhingles, and tbe end of a
Miss Mary F. Hopkins went to Bar Har- board, quite three inches square, bitten
bor last Wednesday to play for the Bar off. All this, be thinks, must have been
the work of some ferocious wild animal,
Harbor choral society, whose regular acapparently trying to get at the cow la
the barn. The animal’s tracks seemed too
companist, Miss Guptill, was ill.

many

will carry

local

Last

James H. Scott and wife and Mrs. Myra
E. Dresser are the guests of S. L. Lora
and wife, on their way from Orland to

ELLSWOItTH

....

Did you know that there

Dr. Mary L. Burnham gave a talk on
China last week to the young people of
the Central church, Bangor.

who died

have all the “staple” meats and
we’re offering the whole line at

was

postpone it until to-morrow evening.

to Boston.

The funeral of little

RADISH.

Floyd & Haynes,

MAIN'

trip

vited.

course we

and of course
low prices.

business

March

VEGETABLES:

SPINACH,

who

Specks,

George B Stuart

Synopsis:

served.

Titus,

The American from 1894 to 1902,

dress

Henry W. Cushman, cashier of the
First national bank, is home from a short

BEEF,

were

9.

No Yellow

Tambon.
Charles P Ifalpln
A Monroe Dorr
J H Brown
W L Pratt
Walter J Clark, jr
Winfred K Clark
Charles W Hurley
J A Stuart
The Parson.
Able L Friend
1. Grand Opening Chorus.Wltmark’s No 4

Many young guests were Invited
enjoyed a pleasant evening. Refresh-

W. H.

N..

(

i

$3lJbrrt!0nnentis.

Minstrels.

Interlocutor.

Fields.
and

f

Iong-talked*of mioBtrel show of
the Dlrigo ciub will be given in Hancock
bail next Monday evening.
The members have faithfully attended
rehearsals, and no doubt the performance
will equal any that has ever been given
here by amateurs.
The corrected programme of the first
part is as follows:

everal young ladies under the chaperonof Mrs. H. B. Holmes and Mrs. D. L.

closed.

were

two candidates

on

gree

&

of the storm

Lejok lodge

\OTE-IIonio Savings Banks will be supplied

W.

Recount

city schools

an

C.

season.

was

Dlrlgo

ENTERED A8 SECOND-CLASS MATTER
AT THE ELLSWORTH POSTOPFIOK.

\

1905.

The

•ge

ments

news

of the events of the

prised his many friends in Ellsworth by
C. H. Leland and J. A. Thomp- dropping In on them last
Saturday night.
son.
Single copies, 5 cents ; sub- He left for New York on the noon train
Monday. He is now the editor of the
scription price $1.50 per year in Textile
Manufacturers' Journal of New
advance.
York.

County

....

one

dancing party

given in Masonic
hall, State street, ;last Friday evening by
A

THE AMERICAN is on sale in

Ellsworth at the

dollars.

more

to be

RECEIVED.

From West—716 a m a id 6.13 p m.
From E ist—11.66 a m, 5.35 and 9.47 p m.
MAIL CLOSES AT POST-OFFICE.
Going West— 11.30 a ni, 5 and 9pm.
Going East—7 a m and 5.30 p m.
No Sunday trains.

help

we

Savings Bank,
EL-L-SWORTH,

effect October 10, 1004.
MAILS

in the wrong direction

never a move

account

competency

E. Tower
entertained
friends at whist laBt
Thursday eveuing in honor of Martin
J. Tborsen.
Mr. Thorsen returned to
Boston Monday evening after a twoweeks’ vacation at home.
The Bar Harbor members of Blanquefort commandery have invited the other
members, with ladiei, to a concert, ball
and sapper at the Casino in Bar Harbor
next Friday evening. The affair promises

Society.

AT ELLSWORTH POST-OFFICE.

—your ‘'nest

added to the voting list After 5 p. m. Friday On Saturday the board will meet to
correct and vertify the list.
Mies Fannie
fourteen of her

Exec notice—Est Charles F Mayer.
affairs.
Legislative
notice—Legal
**
"
—Shore fisheries.

your first

SUnerkan.

CUstuflrffj

high
a. m.

j Both telephone*.

in

Fully guaranteed,
quality.

low in cost,

MIAN US MOTOR WORKS, 20-33 Portland Tier.
FORTLANU,

CHRISTIAN

htrer MfFtlnK Topic For the Week
Beginning March 5.
By REV. S. H. DOTLE.

Topic.—The making of a Christian; his
1-12. 21; Matt. x. 32. 33.
£eech.—Fs. cxlv.
j^onseoration meeting.)
The faculty of vocal communication
to one of tbe wonders of human life.
JPTbat could be more marvelous than
toe ability of one man to express his
toouchts and feelings to another? A
Child is born. This is the first step in
Us life, and great interest surrounds
Us birth. In course of time he learns
to talk, and with what loving interest
parents listen for tbe first uttered
Wonand treasure them in their memThe child of God is bom inaries
to His kingdom, and he. too. must
iaarn the lauguage of his new life. A
afaild must be taught to talk. He possesses the faculty, but it must be developed. So the child of God must
learn the language of His kingdom
that in word as well as in deed he
may be the true child of a heavenly
Parent.
The Bible is the great teacher upon
tbe subject of Christian speech. The
kniKutance of speech is emphasized,
and its dangerous power, as well as its
beneficent possibilities, is pointed out.
The psalmist enjoins us to keep our
■ps from evil and our tongues from
•peaking guile." and every child of
Sod may well pray with him. “Let the
words of my mouth and the meditation
af my heart he acceptable in Thy sight.
O Lord, my strength and my BedeemThe Christian should not only guard
fctoself against the false use of tbe
tongue, but should cultivate the proper
•Be of it. Tbe tongue especially needs
to be consecrated to God. It is a small
■Bnber of the body, but no less irnportont for that reason, as James so for•Qfiy teaches in the third chapter of
M* epistle: “The tongue can no man
tome: It is an unruly evil, full of deader poison. Therewith bless we God,
•fen the Father, and therewith curse
men. which are made after the
tonilitude of God. Out of the same
toonth proeeedeth blessing and cursing” With such vastly different pass!MUties in speech how careful the Chrisflu should be to consecrate this imC*rtant member to God. (li Christian
Beech should be used in praising Cod.
is the lesson taught us by the reference from the One Hundred and ForM'-flfth Psahn. The psalmist declares
Mat he will extol God and bless ilis
Heme every day.
“Every day will I
Mess Thee and I will praise Thy name
Mrever and ever." nis speech and that
at men are to set forth the mighty acts
af God. “I will speak of the glorious
honor of Thy majesty and of Thy wondrous works, and men shall speak of
the might of Thy terrible acts. * * *
Shy saints shall bless Thee. They shall
Beak of the glory of Thy kingdom and
talk of Thy Power, to make known to
the sons of men His mighty acts and
the glorious majesty of His kingdom."
God's majesty. His acts. His providences—of these the Christian should
Beah that others may learn to know
end to love his God. (2) Christian
B«®ch should be used to testify of
Christ. "Whosoever shall eoufess me
before men him will I confess before
■ly Father which is in heaven."
We

If Jesus has found you.
Tell others the story.
That your loving Saviour
Hay be their Saviour too.
BIBLE UFA DINGS.

I Kings ill. 1-12; Ps. xix, 14; xxxiv.
12-14; li, 15; cviii, 1-3; exi, 1; cxlii. 1;
Col. iii. 16: lv. 1-6; Tit ii. 8; Jas. iii,

b>18;

II Pet iii. 8-12.
A Swiss Leader.

Christian Endeavor in Switzerland
M making its influence felt and is constantly gaining
new
friends.
Ore of the most
worthy workers
in that faroff
country and, in
fact, one of the
most intense believers in Christian
Endeavor
and that which
it stands for to
be found anywhere is Mr.
Charles Briquet
the efficient secretary of the
Swiss Christian
chart fs briquet.
Endeavor union,
lb addition to his duties in this office,
Mr. Briquet is editor of a Swiss newspaper nnd has written several books.
Enanm

Loyalty.
The single note that I desire to strike
to loyalty. Let this be a year of supreme devotion to our Lord, a year of
heroic service; let us put real sacrifice
hi to our work; let us be unmoved by
the appeals to selfishness and sin
toyalty to Christ, ready for any errand to which He may beckon; loyalty
to the church, supporting her services
and performing her tasks at any cost
to self; loyalty to our own pastor,
Sheering his heart with the offer of our
atrength to secure the salvation of
those for whom his heart is burdened;
loyalty to the society, always in our
place on meeting night, doing our best
to make Christian Endeavor a resertotr of blessing to our community.
Be strong'
toe are not here to play, to dream, to
—

drift.

toe here herd work to do and loads to
tut.
Mu not the struggle: face It Tie God's
gtttl

^President
Stoto

atrtjrrtiarmtnt*.

fllutual Brnc&t (fiolmna.

KNDKAVOR.

Hailenbeck in New York

Work Sunday Programme.
An India Hint.

Mr. Hatch told of the India leader of
S meeting who asked near its close
tor every one who hadn’t taken part to i
please stand up. He followed this by
toying, “Now you can sit down when
pn take part"

EDITED BT

*,AOWT

Woman’s Kidney Troubles

MADOX***

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

It» Motto:

TWO MISSIVES

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto— U is for the mutual
benefit, ami aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it is for the com
mon U9e—a public servant, a purveyor of in
formation and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits
communications, and its success depends largely
on the support given It In this respect- Communications muet be signed, but the name of

Lydia E. PinKham’s Vegetable Compound is EspeFatal
This
in
Successful
Curing
cially
Disease.

That

believe, lies the

woman’s apron, I

true

her off conquerer in peace and in

brings

as his wife.
Alice was as much struck with the
handsome fur trader as lie was with
her, but she would not leave lier fa
tber. Greer used every argument to
induce lier to alter her decision, but
when lie found her unchangeable went
back to Albany with a heavy heart. It

him

war;

’Tis her right and left bower, in reserve a joker.
Her basket, her warclub, her oonnet, her poker
She dusts the piano and wipes the chair legs.
Takes bread from the oven and gathers the eggs.
Winds round her ears when blows the cold wind
And she steps out a minute to talk with a friend.
Lifts out the hot spider to turn o’er the meat.
Picks up chips, puts io wood, shells peas, wipes
her feet.
Fans her on hot

days,

shoos the

bens, sqits

the

cat,
Whays the cows, whees the pigs, wipes her nose
and all that.
With an apron her reign is unlimited, endless.
Without, she’s a stranger, and homeless and
friendless.
—Lynette Freemairt.
Selected

by **C”.

Lany

and /firs. S- Frake

Of all the diseases known, with
Mrs. Samuel Frake, of Prospect
which women are afflicted, kidney dis- Plains, N. J., writes :
In fact, unless Dear Mrs. IMnkham:—
ease is the most fatal.
I cannot thank you enough for what Lvdia
early and correct treatment is applied,
i E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done
the weary patient seldom survives.
| forme. When I first wrote to you I had sufBeing: fully aware of this. Mrs. Pink- fered for years with what, the doctor called
ham, early in her career, gave exhaust- kidney trouble and
|
congestion of the womb.
ive study to the subject, and in pro- My back ached dreadfully all the time, and I
ducing her great remedy for woman's suffered so with that bearing-down feeling I
walk across the room. I did not
ills
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable could hardly
any better, so decided to stop doctoring
Compound—was careful to see that it get
with
physician and take Lydia E. Pinkcontained the correct combination of ham’smy
\
Compound and I am thankherbs which was sure to control that ful to egetAble
1 do all
say it has entirely cured me
fatal disease, woman's kidney troubles. mv own work, have no more backache and
The Vegetable Compound acts in har- all the bad symptoms have disapfieared.
I cannot praise your medicine enough, and
mony with the laws that govern the |
entire female system, and while there would advise all women suffering with Kidney
trouble
to try it
are many so called remedies for kidney
troubles. Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegeMrs. J. W. Lang, of 620 Third Avatable Compound is the only one espe- nueL New York, writes:
cially prepared for women, and thou- Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
sands have been cured of serious kidney
I have been a great sufferer with kidney
derangements by it. Derangements of trouble. My back ached all the time and I
I heard that Lydia E.
was
the feminine organs quickly affect the
discouraged.
Vegetable Compound would core
kidneys, and when a woman has such Pinkham’s
I
disease, and began tc* take it: and it
symptoms as pain or .weight in the kidney
lias cured me when everything else had failed.
loins, backache, bearing down pains, I have recommended it to lots of
people and
urine too frequent, scanty or high colthey all praise it very highly.
ored. producing scalding or burning,
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Inor
like brick dust in it; un—

Friends:
You cannot fail to app’eciate tbe apos-

Dear M. B.

trophe

to

admit it
take

apron, and yon will have to
all true. Now 1 am going to
an

19

only space enough

this week to tell

you, that owing to the extra amount of
news which comes to The American at
this
we

season

of the annual town

shall be ob

partment to

iged to limit

one

column for

meetings,
B. de-

M.

out

few

a

their letters in

So if all do not

see

once, they may
lack of room.

know the

reason

weeks.

print at
is^only

I have been very much Interested In the letter*,
Ac of the SI. B. circle. Noticing in the last
paper that one who signed “Dell” has been suffering with rheumatism and tried many remedies, would llae to ask if she has ever tried
“Vlbro Discs”, a week's free trial of which may
be had by sending to the following address
Prof. S. M. Watson. Battle trees. M'ch-, who
claims thev are the only true cure. Yours, with
A Subscribes.
a desire to help.

Many than** and
Also

a

a

welcome.

welcome to another

new-comer.

Yes, and to “L. E. T.’\

still

whose letter follows “M. B.

B’a.”

another,

Mt. Desert Febkt, Feb. 21,1905.
Dear Aunt .Vadye:
Will the sister who signs herself Dell please
give the address of the ma-cr of copper plate
patch? I have used It for years and do not
know how to get along without it.
I wonder how many of the sisters know that
an old whisk broom makes a good sink-cleaner
where one does not have a rubber scraper? 1
enjoy the M. B. column very much. M. B. B.
Dear M. EL Friends:
I have been a cougtant reader of your column
for four year*, and have enjoyed the different
letter*, [especially Dell’*, for 1 am ;>ersonally
acquainted with her; she and my father were
schoolmates when small children. When I
receive The American 1 first learn what news
the correspondent has sent from my native
town; then real the M. B. column. Aunt
Mary’s recipes for molasses cookies are surely
acceptable when we consider the price of eggs
1 have not tried them yet, but will later and report If my letter does not get dropped In the
waste basket. 1 will send two of my favorite
Mocha Frosting—One cup of confectioner’s
sugar, if cup of butter, 2 'aoleepoons of cocoa,
2 tablespoons of coffee, 1 tablespoon of vanilla.
Beat five minutes.
Sugar CooitiES-One cup of butter, 1* cnps
of sugar. 4J4 cups of flour, 2 eggs,
teaspoon
of soda diasolveu in
cup of sour milk. Kell
L. E. T., Lynn, Mass.
thin.
Dear Aunt Madge and all the M. B. C. Friends:
Good morning! Have you heard the latest?
No? Well, It Is this: 1 smoked the hams In the
work shop and wood shed to save the few cents
we had to pay to have them done at the smokehouse. And the fire caught the bams afire, and
the whole building burned to the ground and
most of Its contents. The building was 90xS0
feet, finished all over—three doors, seven windows, chamber full of all sorts of lumber,
besides the dry wood and all sorts of tools
below, and no insurance—a clear case of ”a
penny wise and a pound foolish”.
I hope you will all feel sorry for us a little bit,
for now I’ve no wash-room, and no outside
stove to bake beans In, in the summer, besides
the loss it Is to'.my “John”.
And let roe tell you that my “John” didn’t
scold one word; 1 guess be thought I'd had
enough. Ue was away when It burned, and If
our son Herbert and the neighbors hadn’t got
hero right quick, we shouldn’t have saved the
house and other buildings. I think you must
all know bow very thankful we are that It is no
I like all bis poems
And now for Longfellow
that I’ve read very much, but for every-day use
and all times, I’ll take for mine ‘The Psalm of
Llfe”. “Life is real, life is earnest” goes so
nice with all our work and thoughts. And these
words; “Let us then be up and doing” so apply
when one has to «et tip at 5 and begin the day.
Tes, 1 think It the very best.
How very fine our column Is this winter!
And after this we can make ’lasses cookies and
pork cake by a new recipe every day, and just
for a change I’ll put in my ginger-snap recipe—
and it is good; never fails.
Ginger Snaps—One cup of molasses, 1 cup
of sugar. % cup butter and X cup lard melted
together, 1 cap of hot water with 1 teaspoonful
of soda dissolved In It, 1 small spoon of ginger.
Make a very soft dough, roll very thin, bake in
a very hot oven, but not growing hotter.
Here’s

to

you all that you may get your

sew-

ing done before house-cleanlne gets here.
Yours truly.
Aunt Maria.
Be assured of the sympathy of all, in*
Aunt Madge.
eluding
Mrs. Homer—I wonder where ^Mrs.
Weeds will make her home now that both
of her daughters are married—with her
son-in-law in New York or with her sonin-law in 8t. Louis? Homer—I don't
know, I'm sure. They both want her.
Mrs.
Homer—Indeed? Wba*
dutiful
sons-in-law!

Homer—Oh, not necessarily.

The one in New York wants her in St.
Louis and the one in St. Lonis wants her
in New York.

and selling their furs. He lived In his
frontier cabin with only a daughter, a
girl of seventeen, of a sunny disposition, two merry. « gilt eyes and a pair
of rosy checks. Very sutural!}', Daniel
Brinsley adored ids daughter Alice

Dutchman in Albany, then still a frontier settlement, made some purchases
of Brinsley, saw Alice and fell desperately in love with her. Before leaving,
he proposed to take tier away with

TO AS APRON.
a

original.]

and feared that some young feiiow
would take iter away from him. When
the expected trouble came It came all
of a sudden. Walter Greer, a young
man engaged in
buying skins for a

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The Americas,
Ellsworth. Me.

In

|

Many years ago there lived In the
Mohawk valley a pioneer who made
his living by trapping wild animals

deposits

usual thirst, swelling of hands and feet, vitation.
j
from
swelling under the eyes or 6harp pains
Women
kidney
suffering
in the back running down the inside trouble, or any form of female weaksure
her
kidof her groin, she may be
ness are invited to promptly communineys are affected and should lose no cate with Mrs. Pinkham. at Lynn,
time in combating the disease with | Mass. Out of the great volume of exLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- perience which she has to draw from,
wo- it is more than
pound, the woman's remedy for
likely she has the very
v
man's ills.
knowledge that will help your case.
is
free and always helpThe following letters show how Her advice
jful.
marvelously successful it is.

RANK
Hr*

Wa»

OF SAINTE-BEUVE.

1 ho

ForemoMt

Muctoouth

Critic

of

Remedy for Woman's Ills.

; a Woman's

Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

AGAIN THE BROWN TAIL MOTH.

Danger of Poisoning—Get After Them
Before Spring.

the

Century.

II the caterpillars of the brown tall
might credit Goethe fh the
eighteenth century few of those cum- j moth only attacked trees, fruit, shade and
petent to judge would hesitate to call | forest, the case would be aertous enough,

If

we

Sainte-Beuve the foremost critic of the
nineteenth century. The qualifications
of a critic of the highest rank are fourfold. First, he must have insight—acumen. the essential gift of the critical
faculty—and this Sainte-Beuve possessed abundantly. Second, he must have
an
abundant equipment—scholarship,
knowledge of many things, so that he
may compare one thing with another,
comparison being a chief necessity of
criticism
and Sainte-Beuve had an
equipment unapproached by oilier writers of his century, and his erudition
was as wide as it was deep, for he not
only knew iiainy things, but he also
knew all about each one of them.
Third, the critic must have disinterestedness. he must love veracity for
its own sake, he must insist on setting
forth the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth, and here was
Sainte-Beuve’s standard of honor, that
as a critic* he refused to be swayed by
any of the social appeals to which most
critics are only too ready to yield. He
had a rigid independence, a sturdy individuality. a resolute freedom from
party bias, although he Is not always
absolutely devoid of personal prejudice.
And, in the fourth place, a critic needs
sympathy, or at least he must have
enough of it to enable him to understand and to appreciate men and women wholly unlike himself, and sym
patljy Sainte-Beuve had, although his
share of this quality is not so full perhaps as his share of the other three
qualifications for his great office.
He is the foremost critic of his century i“ the body and substance of his
work. His contribution to literature
looks big on the library shelves—some
threescore volumes, more or less, all
•olidly documented, all alive with the
play of his keen Intelligence and all illuminated by his intellectual integrity.
A thin book of poems and a stillborn
novel must not be neglected, for In
them it is possible to perceive the reason
for
Sainte-Beuve’s
occasional
lapses from justice in his estimate of
some of the poets and novelists of his
own time and of his own language.—
Brander Matthews in Century.

bat

:

if

Took Them For Lustiet.

are a menace

to the comfort of
district and

allowed to remain

undestroyed
in oar shore resort towns their presence
will keep away the summer visitor.
The residents of many towns to eastern
Maseacbns.tts now make a practice of
they

are

leaving home early In June to avoid caterpoisoning, and they will not go to

| pillar
;

places

|

infested with the brown tail.

caterpillars

The

The hairs from

—

A well known aeronaut, in company
with others, made an unexpected descent in the ground of a Inna tic asylum. The porter knew nothing of their
novel arrival and refused to allow them
to drive away. He didn't exactly tell
them they were lunatics, but tactfully
Implied as much. He pointed out that
as he had not passed them In as visitors they were not entitled to go out
as visitors.
“But,” said the aeronaut,
“we came by balloon.”
Ah," said the
porter, eying them with amused com“I
so.”
And it was
passion,
thought
some time before he could be persuadbe
ed that a story
had heard so often
before was for once quite true^-Londen Globe.

they

the residents of the infested

moult

about five time.

the three last

moultings

Wben they touch
the skin, they penetrate it and give rise to
a most uncomfortable irritation
which
lasts for many days. As a man said at a
legislative hearing at the State House last
week: “My wife thought the children
had the itch.
She was sure they got it
from the Italians working on the railroad.
brittle and barbed.

are

It

proved

to be

that

is

to

move

out.”

caterpillar poisoning.
am going

stay in my town I

If
to

of the Massachusetts towns
a depressing effect upon real
estate values, and it is difficult to rent
houses in the infested areas. The quesIn

some

this has had

|
;

!

“Do you have caterpillars?” is
of the first the would-be tenant asks.
tlou:

There

is

give

no

likelihood

I

will

much

!

fact each citizen

help;
mast

that the

one

State

each town and
undertake to

In

keep

from the pest. This can
n ste are gathered and
horned In a given locality. On an average
|
each nest contains 200 or more cateri

:

bis

place

clean

be done If ail the

pillars.
Give the email boy one cent a dozen
nest", and io badly infested districts he
will make a good thing out of it. When
you have paid him fl, aod
the nests there will be a
million

caterpillars

less

in

have burned
quarter of a
your

town

next summer!

If you want to start a campaign of education against this pest, write Commie*
sioner A. W. Gilman, Augusta.
If you want bulletins telling about the
brown tail and how to destroy it, write
Director Chas. D. Woods, Orono.
If you want freedom from poisoning
next summer get right to work and clean
out the nests.

There is only about six weeks more be*
tore the caterpillars will be crawling out
of their nests and they will then be far
more difficult to fight.
Do it, and do it now.
The visitor paused beside the hupjorist’s
desk and looked him over. “So,” he said,
“you are the man who sees the funny side
of life, eh?” “I suppose so,” was the
reply. “I have even been accused of seeing the funny side of my own Jokes.”
“Did it

ever occur

to

you,” queried

the

originator of tool remarks, “that the majority of politicians are fat men?” “It
the
never
did,” rejoined
rapid-fire
thinker, “but now that you have mentioned it, I begin to understand why so
few of them

are

straightforward.”

To Cure a Cold in One Daj
Take LAXATIVE BBOMO QUININE Tablets.
All druggists refund the money If U falls to cure.
E. W. Grove's signature is on each box. 25c.

was

long, however, before lie came

not

again, pleading his suit. Alice still declined to leave lier father to a life of
loneliness, but it was plain that slie
was weakening. Greer left her encouraged to hope that she would at last
consent and went northward in search
That night he bivouacked In
the forest about three miles from the
Brinsley cabin. Gathering wood, lie
made a tire, cooked liis snpper and.
of furs.

it, lighted bis red clay
Powhatan pipe. With his*back resting
against the trunk of a tree he smoked

having

eaten

and thought of Alice. The firelight ou
the leaves above flickered merrily, re
minding him of her eyes. The smoke
wreaths brought to ids recollection the
thick cods of her hair. Indeed, in everything about him that was visible In
the firelight lurked the features of the
girl he loved.
Suddenly lie .heard something strike
the tree above bis head, then the
sound of a distant rifle, while against
his clieek fluttered a bit of paper. Seiz-

ing it. lie found that it hung by

a string
bullet hole in the tree. Unfastening the paper, lie took it to the tirelight to examine it. On one side was
written:

to

a

If you ever come near my cabin ajculn
to decoy my daughter away I will give
you & bullet of the »amc taliber as the
one to which this is attached.
DANIEL BRINSLEY.

This was a hitter interruption to the
lover’s dreams. He knew that Brinsley could see him hy the firelight, himself unseen. Therefore, without show
Ins any especial emotion, he folded the
note and put It in his pocket.
Four years passed without the Brins
leys seeing anything of Walter Greer.
He never returned to Albany, and no
trapper or fur dealer reported bavin,
met him after be left the Brinsleys.
There was a secret between Brinsley
and his daughter, fer the father admitted to her that he had seen Greer
He would
once after he left the cabin.
not explain when or where, and Alice
could not help suspecting that her fa
ther had been instrumental in her lov
er’s disappearance. Brinsley not only
endured this suspicion from his daugh
ter. but saw that she was pining
for her lover and reproached himself
for sending Walter Greer from her
Indeed, whenever a stranger stopped
at the house the father would hois'
that Alice might fancy him and be consoled. But love cannot be so easily replaced. and Alice took no Interest In
any of their visitors.
When the Indian troubles which oc
curred in that region in 1000 came ou,
the Brinsleys were In a very exposed
position. Brinsley bud dealt with the
Indians for years and had a great
many friends among them.
Relying
upon this fact, he neglected to go for
safety to the settlements or to put his
cabin into a condition for defense, tie
daring that if he wub to be attacked
some of his friends among the redskins
would give him warning.
One evening after Bupper he was sitting In his cabin while Alice was putting away the dishes. Suddenly a window pane was shattered and an arrow
burled In the woodwork opposite.
“A warning." said the trapper. “I
told you that In case of danger 1
would be advised."
“It may be an attack.” said Alice
with whitened cheeks. Going to the
A thong of
arrow, she examined It.
deerskin hung from it, to which was
tied a bit of paper. The girl seised It
and read:
If you ever come near my cabin again
to decoy my daughter away 1 will give
you a bullet of the same caliber as the
one to which this Is attached.

Real Frenzied Finance.
The president of tbe national beck
of
Al It bet In eat In bis private office.
jbe
door opened and John D. Rockefeller
wM
unbared to.
“Good morning,’* aald the
president
"what can I do for you?”
“I went to borrow $42.50”
replied
Rockefeller.

security?”
Oil,” whs the reply.
The president of the bank shook
bis
bead.
“Not good
enough,” he said
firmly adding, “please don’t bang the
“On what

“Standard

as you go out.”
A few minutes later

door

a veiled
woman
office of the president.
“i want to borrow f1,500.000,” she wbi«.

entered the

pered.
“Have you any security?” asked
the
president. “Merely as a matter of form
I assure you,” he hastened to add, as
he
thought he detected signs of weeplug

behind his visitor’s veil.
“Oh, do you want security?” asked the
“Give me a piece of paper and
woman.
a

pen.”
She wrote a few words and
presented
the paper to the president.
“Ah, Carnegie’s note for $5,000,000!” he
exclaimed. “Are you sure the signature

genuine?”

is

the
“Sure,” responded
mysterious
stranger, “didn’t you see me write It?”
“Certainly, certainly. A million and a
quarter, 1 think you said. Nothing mors
to-day? No? Glad to oblige you at any

Good-day;

time.

don’t

forget

the

number.”
'There Isa vast difference between men
women,” remarked the moralizer.
“Men, for instance, will rueh to see a right
while women won’t go near it.”
“Oh,I
don’t know,” rejoined the demoralizer.
“It is almost impossible to keep wen so
and

away from a wedding--which amounts to
much the same thing.”
A

Cure for Piles.

(Sunn.nteed

Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Pile*
Drugclste refund money If PASO OINTMENT

falls to care any ease, no matter of how loot
standing, in ft to 14 dart. First application gins
If your druitslst hasn't It
ease and rest. 50c.
s nd ;.0c la stamps and U will be forwarded

postpaid by Paris Medicine Co.. 8t Louis Mo.

fEcticaL

Happy Women.
Them in Ellsworth, and
Good Reason for it.

of

Plenty

Wouldn't any woman be happy If,
After year* of backache suffering,
Days of misery, nights of nureet.
The distress of nrinary troubles,
She flods relief and cure?
No reason why any Ellsworth reader
Should suffer in the face of evidence
like this:
Mrs. Geo. W. Day, living on Shore Roedi

Ellsworth, says:

2 uillts from

I made

“Six yean

publication
recommending Doan’s Kidney Pills, tbs

ago

which

substance of
l

had

statement

a

miserable

a

for

about aa follows:
backache and almost

was

every movement I made brought severe
of pain.
I could not rest at night

twinges

position 1 assumed was comfortmorning I arose tired and
unrefre«hed. A physician said l bad kid*
for

no

able and in the

ney di«eat-e as the symptoms showed it
J took many remedies but only

plainly.

temporary relief,and Anally jail
before I used Doan’s Kidney Pills I suffered from an attack which almost prostrated me.
Not having much fa itn left
received

In

medicines 1

Kidney

was

rather

skeptical

when

were recommended
box because 1 knew somethin!
had to be done. I procured them at £.0.
Moore’s drug store, formerly Wiggin 4
Moore’s.
This remedy aoted directly
upon the kidneys and in a short time I
was greatly relieved.
1 have even more
confidence in this remedy to-day thanl
bad at any time, because I have used a few
doses since and they have never failed (4
bring the most beneficial results. I recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills very earnestly*”
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 ceatfc
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., so*
agents for the United State*.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and tala
no other.

Doan's

and

1 got

Pills

a

j..«■■■■

Banking.

U what your money will
Invested In shares of the

earn

if

Ellsworth Loan and BnMiM
NEW SERIES

A
la

now

open, Shares, #J each; nxonthh
paymentt, $1 per saare.

WHY FAY RENT
when you

can

borrow

on

your

shares, give a first mortgage sod
reduce It every month. Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying lor
rent, and In about 10 years yon
will

OWM TOUR OWN HOME.
For
__

A. w

particulars Inquire of

Hurt W. Cushman. SecT
First Nat
Nafl Bant Bid*

_

_

Praidsst

Kmo.

"Father!”

Brinsley drew near and read the
Identical note he had shot to Greer.
Alice, turning the paper, saw writing ou
the other aide, either In red Ink or
blood:
Indiana

lights

are

will attack as soon as your
out.
WALTER GREER.

One glance Into each other's eyes,
and without a word they sank on the
floor, crawled out Into the darkness
and fled to safety.
Soon after a band of Indians was
captured and with them Walter Greer.
He had been seised by them four years
before and to save his life entered the
tribe. Being with the party that Intended attacking the Brinsleys, he had
shot the note written In his own blood
as

a

warning.

Alice Brinsley was made doubly happy. Her lover's return destroyed the
horrible suspicion with which she had
regarded her father and gave her for
a
husband the man whom she had
long loved.
ANTHONY DEANE.
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The

Simple Life

By CHARLES WAGNER
Translated From the French by Mary Louise Ilendee

CoortlSht, 1901. by McClure. Phillips t- Co.

CHAPTER XIII.
FOn SIMPLICITY.
HE simple life being above all
else the product of a direction
of mind, it Is natural that education should have much to do
with it In general, but two methods
of rearing children are practiced. The
first Is to bring them up for ourselves,
the second to bring them up for themselves.
In the first case the child Is looked
upon ns a complement of the parents;
ho is part of their property, occupies a
place among their possessions. Sometimes this place Is the highest, especially when the parents value the life
of the affections.
Again, where material Interests rule, the child holds
second, third or even the last place.
In any case he Is a nobody. While he
is young he gravitates round his parents, not only by obedience, which Is
right, but by the subordination of all
his originality, all his being.
As he
grows older this subordination becomes a veritable confiscation, extending to bis Ideas, his feelings, everyHis minority becomes perpetthing.
Instead of slowly evolving into
nal.
independence the man advances Into
slavery. He is what he ts permitted
to be, wbat his father's business, reT7IX KPUCATIOH

ligious

beliefs,

political

opinions

or

aesthetic tastes require him to be. ne
will think, speak, act'and marry according to the understanding and limits of the paternal absolutism.
This
family tyranny may be exercised by
people with no strength of character.
It Is only necessary for them to be
convinced that good order requires the
child to be the property of the parents.
In default of mental force, they posaess themselves of him by other means
-by sighs, supplications or base seductions.
If they cannot fetter him
they snare his feet In traps. But that
he should live In them, through them,
for them, Is the only thing admissible.
Education of this sort Is not the
practice of families only, but also of
great social organizations whose chief
educational function consists In putting
t strong hand on every newcomer, iti
order to fit him, In the most Ironbound fashion, into existing forms. It
U the attenuation, pulverization and
assimilation of the Individual in a social body, be It theocratic, communistic or simply bureaucratic and routlnary. I.ooked at from without, a like
ijnem seems the Ideal of simplicity
hi education.
Its processes. In fact,
are absolutely
simplistic, and If a
man were not somebody, If he were
only a sample of the race, this would
be the perfect education. As all wild
beasts, all fish and Insects of the same
genus and species have the same markings. so we should all be identical,
haring the same tastes, the same language, the same beliefs, the same tendancles.
But man Is not simply a
•pecimen of the race, and for that reason this sort of education Is far from
being simple In Its results. Men so
vary from one another that numberless methods have to be Invented to
•nppress, stupefy and extinguish Individual thought And one never arrive* at It then but In part,* fact which
Is continually deranging everything.
At each moment by some fissure,
some Interior force of Initiative Is
making a violent way to the light, producing explosions; upheavals, all sorts
of grave disorder*.
And where there
are uo outward manifestations the evil
Ilea dormant; beneath apparent order
»re hidden dumb revolt, flaws made by
abnormal existence, apatby, death.
Tbe system Is evil which produces
Inch fruit and, however simple It may
•PPear, In reality It brings forth all
Possible complications.
The other system is the extreme op- 1
Po»ite, that of bringing up children for
themselves. The roles are reversed; the
Parents are there for the child. No
•ooner is he born than he becomes the
renter. White beaded grandfather and
father bow before these curls.
®!s lisping is their law. A sign from
“m suffices. If be cries in the night
no fatigue is of
account; the whole
household must be roused. The newcomer is not long In discovering his
omnipotence, and before he can walk
ho Is drunkeu with It. As he
grows
ihler all this deepens and broadens.
Parents, grandparents, servants, teachirs' everybody is at his command. lie
,ccePts the homage and even the immolation of his neighbor; he treats like
1
rebellious subject any one who does
step out of his path. There Is only
hmself. He is the unique, the perfect,
Infallible. Too late It is perceived
hut all this
has been evolving a mas'er'
.aild what a master! Forgetful of
orifices, without respect, even pity.
e no
longer has uuy regard for those
''’h°m he owes everything, and he
W* through life
without law or check.
nls
education, too, has its social
nnterpart. It flourishes wherever the
t does
not count, where history be
the living, where there is no
L?!

jtalwart

Jpt

■
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discipline,

no

reverence;

those who know the least make
Ir'noise; where those who stand
public order are alarmed
by every
C(naer wliose power lies in his
Dabt
a 8reat
ontcry a“d respecting
lothu
uing. it insures the reign of transi018
of the tnfeior
1 comPare these two educaUle elttltatlon of the envlother the tyranny of the
~®ud l flud
them equally baneful.
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But the most disastrous of all Is the
combination of the two, which produces human beings half automatons,
half despots, forever vacillating between the spirit of a sheep and the
spirit of revolt or domination.
Children should be educated neither
for themselves nor for their parents,
for man Is no more designed to be a
personnge than a specimen.
They
should be educated for life. The aim
of their education is to aid them to become active members of humanity,
brotherly forces, free servants of the
civil organization. To follow a method
of education Inspired by any other
principle Is to complicate life, deform
It, sow the seeds of all disorders.
When we would sum up in a phrase
the destiny of the child the word “future” springs to our lips. The child Is
the future.
This word says all—the
sufferings of the past, the stress of today, hope. Iiut when the education of
the child begins be Is Incapable of estimating the reach of this word, for
he Is held by Impressions of the present.
Who, then, shall give him the
first enlightenment and put him In the
way be should go? The parents, the
teachers. And with very little reflection they perceive that their work does
not Interest simply themselves and the
child, but that they represent and administer Impersonal powers and Interests. The child should continually appear to them as a future citizen. With
this ruling idea they will take thought
for two things that complement each
other —for the initial and personal
force which Is germinating In the child
and for the social destination of this
force. At no moment of their direction
over him can they forget that this little being confided to their care must
become himself and a brother. These
two conditions, far from excluding
each other, never exist apart. It Is Impossible to be brotherly, to love, to give
oneself, unless one Is master of himself; and, reciprocally, none can possess
himself, comprehend his own Individual being, until he has first made his
way through the outwnrd accidents of
his existence down to the profound
springs of life where man feels himself
one with other men In nil that is most

Intimately

his own.

To aid a child to become himself
and a brother it is necessary to protect
him against the violent and destructive
action of the forces of disorder. These
forces are exterior and Interior. Every
child Is menaced from without not
only by material dangers, but by the
meddlesomeness of alien wills, and
from within by an exaggerated idea
of his own personality and all the fancies It breeds. There Is a great outward danger which may come from the
The
abuse of power In educators.
right of might finds Itself a place In education with extreme facility. To edncate another one must have renounced
this right—that Is to say, made abnegation of the Inferior sentiment of personal Importance, which transforms us
Into the enemies of others, even of our
own children.
Our authority Is beneficent only when It Is Inspired by one
higher than our own. In this case It
la not only salutary, but also Indispensable, and becomes In its turn the
best guarantee against the greater peril which threatens the child from within—that of exaggerating his own Importance. At the beginning of life the
vividness of personal Impressions Is so
(Treat that to establish an equilibrium
they must be submitted to the gentle
Influence of a calm and superior will.
The true quality of the office of educator Is to represent this will to the
child In a manner as continuous and
as disinterested as possible. Educators,
then, stand for all that Is to be re-(
spected In the world. They give to the
child Impressions of that which precedes It outruns It envelops It but
they do not crush It On the contrary,
their will and all the Influence they
transmit become elements nutritive of
Such use of auIts native energy.
thority as this cultivates that fruitful
obedience out of which free souls are
The purely personal authority
born.
of parents, masters and institutions Is
to the child like the brushwood beneath which the young plant withers
and dies.
Impersonal authority, the
authority of a man who has lirst submitted himself to the time honored
realities before which he wishes the
Individual fancy of the child to bend,
resembles pure and luminous air. True,
It has an activity and Influences us in
Its manner, but it nourishes our individuality and gives It firmness and staWithout this authority there Is

bility.

To watch, to guide, to
no education.
function
keep a Arm hand—such Is the
of the educator. He should appear to
the child not like a barrier of whims,
which, if need be, one may clear, provided the leap be proportioned to the
transheight of the obstacle, but like a
be
parent wail through which may
limits
seen unchanging realities, laws,
Is
and truths against which no action
which Is
possible. Thus arises respect,
the faculty of conceiving something
than ourselves—respect, which

greater

broadens us and frees us by making
This is the law of edumore modest
be sumcation for simplicity. It may
make free
med up In these words: To
be Inand reverential men, who shall
dividual and fraternal.
some
Let us draw from this principle

practical applications.

us

From the very feet thnt the child Is
the future he must be linked to the
past by piety. We owe It to him to
clothe tradition In the forms most practical and most fit to create a deep Impression; whence the exceptional place
thnt should be given In education to the
ancients, to the cult of remembrance
of the past and by extens'on to the
history of the domestic rooftree. Above
nil do we fulfill a duty toward our children when we give the place of honor
to the grnndpnrents.
Nothing speaks
to a child with so much force or so
well develops his modesty as to see his
father and mother on all occasions preserve toward an old grandfather, often
Infirm, an attitude of respect. It Is a
perpetual object lesson that Is Irresistible. That it may have Its full force
It Is necessary for n tacit understanding
to obtain among all the grownup members of the family. To the chlid’s eyes
they must all be in league, held to mutual respect and understanding, under
penalty of compromising their educational authority, and In their number
must be counted the servants.
Servants are big people, and the same sentiment of respect is Injured In the
child's disregard of them ns in his disrc ard of his
father or grandfather.
The moment he addresses an impolite
or arrogant word to a person older than
himself he strays from the path thnt
a child ought never to quit, and if only
occasionally the parents neglect to
point this out they will soon perceive
by Ills conduct toward themselves thnt
the enemy has found entrance to his
heart.
We mistake If we think that a child
is naturally alien to respect, basing this
opinion on the very numerous examples
of Irreverence which he offers us. Kespcct Is for the child a fundamental
need. Ilia moral being feeds on it. The
child aspires confusedly to revere and
admire something, but when advantage is not taken of this aspiration it
gets corrupted or lost. By our lack of
cohesion and mutual deference we, the
grownups, discredit dally in the child's
eyes our own cause and that of everything worthy of respect. We inoculate
in him a bad spirit whose effects then
turn

against us.
This pitiful truth nowhere appears
with more force than In the relations
between masters and servants as we
have made them.
Our social errors,
our want of simplicity and kindness,
all fall back upon the heads of our children. There are certainly few people
of the middle classes who understand
that it is better to part with many
thousands of dollars than to lead their
children to lose respect for servants,
who represent In our households the
humble, yet nothing Is truer. Maintain as strictly as you will conventions
and distances, that demarcation of social frontiers which permits each one
to remain In his place and to observe
the law of differences—that Is a good
thing. I am persuaded—but on condition of never forgetting that those who
serve us are men and women like ourselves. You requl^ of your domestics
certain formulas of speech and certain
attitudes, outward evidence of the respect they owe you. Do you also teach
your children and use yourselves manners toward your servants which show
them tliut you respect their dignity ns
individuals as you tjeslre them to reHere we have continually
spect you?
In our homes an excellent ground for
experiment In the practice of that mutual respect which Is one of the essential conditions of social sanity. I fear
We do not
we profit by It too little.
fail to exact respect, but we fall to give
It. So it Is most frequently the case
that we get only hypocrisy and this
supplementary result, all unexpected—
the cultivation of pride In our children.
These two factors combined heap up
great difficulties for that future which
I am
we ought to be safeguarding.
right, then, In saying that the day when
by your own practices you have
brought about the lessening of respect
In your children you have suffered a
sensible loss.
Why should I not say It? It seems to
me that the greater part of us labor
for this loss. On all sides, lu almost
every social rank, I notice that a pretty
bad spirit Is fostered in children, a spirit of reciprocal contempt. Here those
who have calloused hands and worklngl
clothes are disdained; there It Is all
who do not wear blue Jeans. Children
educated In this spirit make sad fellow
citizens. There Is In all this the want
of that simplicity which makes It possible for men of good Intentions, oi
however diverse social standing, to col
laborate without any friction arising
from the conventional distance that
separates them.
If the spirit of caste causes the loss
of respect, partisanship, of whatever
In
sort, Is quite as productive of It.
certain quarters children are brought
rip in such fashion that they respect
but one country—their own; one system of government—that of their parents and masters; one religion—that
Does
which they have been taught.
any one suppose that in this way men
can be shaped who shall respect c<|intry, religion and law? Is this a proper
respect—this respect which does not
extend beyond what touches and belongs to ourselves? Strange blindness
of cliques and coteries, which arrogate to themselves with so much Inof
genuous complacence the title
schools of respect, and which, outIn
side themselves, respect nothing.

reality they teach, “Country, religion,
law—we are all these!” Such teaching
fosters fanaticism, und if fanaticism Is
not the sole antisocial ferment it Is surely one of the worst and most energetic.
If simplicity of heart Is an essential
condition of respect, simplicity of life
Whatever be the
Is its best school.
state of your fortune, avoid everything
which could make your children think
themselves more or better than others.
Though your wealth would permit you
to dress them richly, remember the evil
you might do in exciting their vanity.
Preserve them from the evil of be! tiering that to be elegantly dressed

atJbrrtteenunto.

suffices for

distinction, and, above all’
do not carelessly Increase by tbelr
cl >thes and their habits of life the
distance which already separates tlieui
from other children.. Dress them simply. And If, on the contrary, it shoulc
be necessary for yon to economize to
give your children the pleasure of fine
clothes, I would that I might dispose
you to reserve your spirit of sacrifice
for a better cause. You risk seeing It
illy recompensed. You dissipate your
money when it would much better
avail to save it for serious needs, and
you prepare for yourself, later on. a
How dangerharvest of Ingratitude.
ous it is
to accustom your sons and
daughters to a style of living beyond
In the first
your means and theirs!
place, it Is very bad for your purse. In
the second place, it develops n contemptuous spirit In the very bosom of
the family. If you dress your children
like little lords and give them to understand that they are superior to you.
Is It astonishing if they end by disdaining you? You will have nourished
at your table the declassed—a product
■which costs dear end is worthless.
Any fashion of instructing children
whose most evident result is to lend
them to despise their parents and the
customs nnd activities among which
they have grown up Is a calamity. It
is’ effective for nothing but to produce
a legion of malcontents, with hearts
totally estranged from their origin,
their race, their natural interests—everything, in short, thnt makes the fundamental fabric of a man. Once detached from the vigorous stock which
iproduced them, the wind of their restles.s
ambition drives them over the earth
like dead leaves that will In the end be
heaped up to ferment and rot together.
Nature does not proceed by leaps and
bounds, but by an evolution slow and
certain. In preparing a career for our
children let us imitate her. Let us not
confound progress and advancement
with those violent exercises called
somersaults; let us not so bring up
our children that they will come
to
despise work and the aspirations nnd
simple spirit of their fathers; let us not
expose them to the temptation of being
ashamed of our poverty if they themselves come to fortune. A society Is
Indeed diseased when the sons of peasants begin to feel disgust for the fields,
when the sons of sailors desert the sea.
when the daughters of workingmen, in
the hope of being taken for heiresses,
prefer to walk the streets alone rather
than beside their honest parents. A society is healthy, on the contrary, when
each of Its members applies himself to
doing very nearly what his parents
have done before him. but doing it
better, and, looking to future elevation,
is content first to fulfill conscientiously more modest duties.
Education should make Independent
If you wish to train your efdlmen.
dren for liberty, bring them up simply
and do not for a moment fear that in
so doing you arc putting obstacles in
the way of their happiness. It will be
quite the contrary. The more costly toys
a child has, the more feasts and curious
entertainments, the less Is he amused.
In this there is a sure sign. Let us
be temperate in our methods of entertaining youth, and especially let us not
thoughtlessly create for them artificial
needs.
Food, dress, nursery, amusements—let all these be as natural and
simple as possible. With the idea of
making life pleasant for their children
some parents bring them up in habits
of gormandizing and idleness, accustom them to sensations not meant for
their age, multiply their parties and
entertainments. Sorry gifts these! Iti
place of a free man you are making a
slave. Gorged with luxury, he tires of
it in time, and yet when for one reason or another his pleasures fail him
he will be miserable, and you with
him, and, what is worse, perhaps in
some capital encounter of life you will
be ready—you and he together—to sacrifice manly dignity, truth and duty
from sheer sloth.
Let us bring up otir children simply—
t had almost said rudely. Let us entiee them to exercise that gives them
Let
endurance, even to privations.
them belong to those who are better
trained to fatigue and the earth for a
bed than to the comforts of the table
So we shall
and couches of luxury.
make men of them. Independent and
stanch, who may be counted on, who
will not sell themselves for pottage
and who will have withal the faculty
of being happy.
A too easy life briugs with It a sort
of lassitude in vital energy. One be
comes blase, disillusioned, an old young
How many
man, past being diverted.
young people are in this state! Upon
them have been deposited, like a sort
of mold, the traces of our decrepitude,
our skepticism, our vices and the bad
habits they have contracted In our
What reflections upon ourcompany.
selves these youths weary of life force
What announcements are
us to make!
graven on their brows!
These shadows say to us by contrast
that happiness lies in a life true, active, spontaneous, ungalled by the yoke
of the passions, of unnatural needs, of
unhealthy stimulus, keeping intact the
physical faculty of enjoying the light
of day and the air we breathe and in
the heart the capacity to thrill with
the love of all that Is generous, simple
and fine.
The artificial life engenders artificial
thought and a speech little sure of Itself. Normal habits, deep Impressions,
the ordinary contact with reality, bring
frankness with them. Falsehood is the
vice of a slave, the refuge of the cowardly and weak. He who is free and
We
strong Is unflinching in speech.
should encourage in our children the

Stop Coughing

with the help of the favorite family remedy that has been
curing
Coughs,_,
b Bronchitis, Pleurisy, Hoarseness, and Throat Troubles, forth®
best partt of a century—
_.

JOHNSON’S iEE™ LINIMENT
Originated
in 1810

A few drops on sugar will effect a rapid
cure in case of cold. In fact for internal or
external inflammation, there is nothing like it.

Price tic; three times
!• 8»

much 60c.
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druggists.
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hardihood to speak frankly. What do
We trample on
ordinarily do?
natural disposition, level it down to
the unlformity which for the crowd Is
synonymous with good form. To think
with one’s own mind, feel with one’s
own heart, express one’s own personality—how unconventional, how rustic!
Oh, the atrocity of an education which
consists in the perpetual muzzling of
the only thing that gives any of us his
reason for being!
Of how many soul
murders do we become guilty! Some
are struck down with bludgeons, others
gently smothered with pillows! Everything conspires against independence of
character. When we are little, people
wish us to be dolls or graven images;
when we grow up they approve of us
on condition that we are like all the
rest of the world—automatons: when
you have seen one of them you've seen
them all.
So the lack of originality
and initiative is upon us, and platitude
and monotony are the distinctions of
today. Truth can free us from this
bondage. Let our children be taught
to be themselves, to ring clear, without crack or muffle.
Make loyalty a
need to them, and in their gravest failures, if only they acknowledge them,
account it for merit that they have not
covered their sin.
To frankness let us add ingenuousness in our solicitude as educators.
Let
us have for this comrade of childhood—
a trifle uncivilized, it is true, but so
gracious and friendly—all possible regard. We must not frighten it away.
When it has once fled it so rarely
comes back!
Ingenuousness Is not simply the sister of truth, the guardian of
the individual qualities of each of us:
It Is besides a great informing and educating force. I see among us too many
practical people, so called, who go
about armed with terrifying spectacles
rml huge shears to ferret out naive
things and clip their wings. They uproot ingenuousness
from
life, from
thought, from education, and pursue It
even to the region of dreams.
Under
pretext of making men of their children they prevent their being children
at all; as if before the ripe fruit of autumn, flowers did not have to be. and
perfumes, and songs of birds, and all
the fairy springtime.
I ask indulgence for everything naive
and simple—not alone for the innocent
conceits that flutter round the curly
heads of children, but also for the legend. the folk song, the tales of the
The
world of marvel and mystery.
sense of the marvelous is in the child
the first form of that sense of the infinite without which a man is like a
Let us not
bird deprived of wings.
wean the child from it, but let us guard
In him the faculty of rising above
what Is earthy, so that he may appreciate later on those pure and moving
symbols of vanished ages wherein humnntruth has found formsof expression
that our arid logic will never replace.
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(To be continued.)
An Effective

Weapon.

Describing in the Figaro the Paris of
his youth, M. Saydou told a story
whleh should be a contribution to the
literature of self protection. The Parc
Monceau now occupies the site of a
quarter that used to be called "Poland," a resort of thieves and pickpockets. In "Poland" a friend of M.
Bardou who accosted one evening by
a native, who took him gently by the
collar and demanded his money. “My
friend was smoking a cigar. Cunning
as the wise Ulysses, he made a show
of dipping bis left hand lu his waistcoat pocket, while with the right hand
he took his cigar out of his mouth,
knocked off the ash with his little finger and thrust the lighted end into the
eye of the scoundrel, who let go his
hold, yelling like Polyphemus."
What

a

Lamp of Coal Can Do.

A single pound of coal is capable of
producing 23(5 horsepower and could do
the work of an express locomotive for
one-fifth of a minute. In other words,
it is euougli to haul a train of eight
cars, including the Pullman sleeping
cars and dining cars, at the rate of
fifty miles an hour one-sixth of a mile.
In sawing wood a man may work at
the rate of about sixty strokes a minute, and his saw blade may have progressed five feet a minute, but a circular saw driven by machinery will cut
seventy times as much wood in the
same time.
And yet this one little
pound of coal coutains power enough
for 180 such saws.—Chicago Fuel.

Wednesday, March 1,190#.
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LAW REGARDING

do,” replied the man who had been
looking out of the car window with a dejected air. It falls due on Monday, May
“I
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A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 68
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes
in good order and fit for shipping, is 00 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans la
good order and fit for shipping, Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta-bagc turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 88
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,46 pounds;
of barley ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ells worth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive in trade
or cash for their products.

Country Produce.

Butter.

Creamery per &..
Dairy.223>M
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per Tb.
16018
Best dairy (new)...If
Dutch (Imported).
00

Neufchatel..

Kicks.
Fresh

laid, per doz.25098
Poultry.
The supply of chickens and fowl Is good. The
price still holds the same.
Chickens.
.18018
Fowl.
12010
Bay.
Best loose, per ton.
Baled.
Straw.

12014
....18

8011

Baled..
Potatoes bu

Lettuce,
Spinach, pk
Sweet Potatoes,

18

Vegetables.
60 Turnips, bu
05 Beets, bu
2
Cabbage,
lb, 02 Carrots, hu
Bean a—per qt—

50
75
09

>

Yellow-eye

12018

Pea.
10
Fruit.
10 g 25 Oranges, do*
Apples, pk
.350.45
.08 Lemons doz
Cranberries, qt
26080
Groceries,
Co flee—per ft
Bice, per lb
.06#.08
.10 # 26 Pickles, per gal .45#.86
36 Olives, bottle
.26#.76
36 Vinegar—per gal—
Pure cider,
Tea—per ft—
.28
45#.65 Cracked wheat,
M
30# 06 Oatmeal, per lb
Ootong,
.04
Sugar—per ft.28
Buckwheat, pkg
Granulated,
.06* Graham,
.04
Coffee—A A B, .06 H Rye meal,
.04
C
.05
Granulated
Yellow,
meal,ft 02X

Mto’h

Molasees—per gal—
Oil—per gal—
.36
Havana,
Linseed,
Porto Rico,
.50
Kerosene,
.60
Syrup,

.65#.70

13#15

Lumber and Building Materials.
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,

Hemlock,

13®14

Hemlock boards, 13 #14

Spruce,
8nruce

floor,

16920

20 #25
20 #60
20 £25
pine,
8hlngles—per M—
extra
3 26
Cedar,
"
2 75
clear,
**
2d clear,
2-25
'*
extra one,
1 60
No. i,
1 25
"
.75
scoots.

Pine,

Matched

Hemlock,

Clapboards—per
Extra spruce,
Spruce, No. 1,
Clear pine,
Extra pine,
Laths—per M—

1
1.
M—
24 #20
20 #40
26 #60
50

Spruce,

2.60

200
Hemlock,
Nalls, per lb
.04#.08
Cement, per cask l 80
26
Lime, per cask
Brick, per M
7#U
W hlte lead, pr ft .05#.06
---

Provisions.

Beef, lb:

Pork, lb.
Steak, IK
Chop,
Pigs’ feet.
Ham, per ft
.05908
Shoulder,

.12?. 25
.104.18
.16 4-08
18

8ieHk,

Roams,
Tongues,

Tn i>e,
Veal:

Steak,
RoaBts,

20

10
13

i6«!ao

16
18
10

Salt

•10#.l4

Lard,

18#19

C5
Tongues, each
08 §15
Mutton,
Spring lamb, o8£15
Fresh Fish.
Fresh fish Is entirely out of the market and
will probably continue so during cold weather.
06 Clams, qt
Cod,
20

Haddock,
Halibut,
Oysters,

Finnan Haddle
Shrimp, qt

ns
Rlneflsh,
16£18 Smelts ft
50
Scallops, qt

12#14

li
4#

12
30
Fnel.

Dry hard wood Is now at a premium, and
quantities are available.
Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
Dry hard, 5 00 S6 50
Broken,
3 00 #5 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
load
Roundings per
1 00#1 26
5.00
Buttings, hard
Blacksmith’s

small

SK

oniy
50
758
750
750
708
7

Flour, Grain and Feed.
Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bu
5 75#7 50 Shorts—bag— 1.25#1 40
1 25 Mixed teed, bag
Corn, 10(ilb bag
140
Corn meal, bag
J 25 Minn tings, bag 1509180
Crackod corn,
1 25 Cotton seed meal, 1 60
Gluten meal,
150
"•

Lucky are actors who fare well
farewell tours.

on

their

“A dose lu time saves lives.” Dr. WoofPa
Pine Syrup; nature's remedy for coughs,

pulmonary diseases of every sort.—Advt.

cold^
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V Ask for Plymouths.
MADE FOR

C

the Whole

“1)0 you know what day of the week
and month the year 2000 comes In?” asked
the man with the memorandum book.

y

Family

HOOD RUBBERS

figuring

it
23.” “You must have been
up.” “I have. I lost f500 on the election
and I figure that It will take me to the
year 2000 to pay the last installment.”
The older
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Fzbeemi M.’r.iu were bdd at tbe bG«*e lows clerk, and Mr. Saermto carried off
sincere *p?peditK<« U> tbo«e friends
?!
wh* rendered a* snch vaiaablt help ia ibe
Mow dry mrsitf, tier P. A. A. £ liras. toe
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pr re efiered by Mn. D. G Ha
late sic axes* and dta:t of oar beloved wife
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cat

yet bees made

leeUac » straws that tbe matter
amicably adjusted.
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ait bar

Mack Tine as He Wanted.
Jades Saasdersco. ate b peaettetaj
law ta E resent. Waanioytoa.
formerly
trewd la Kent And. Indiana. tbe boyhood
ban ot Georye Ads tbe bamoriat.
“Ada waa a pecttliar character. la bia
yoo Liter years.' aaya tbe jwdy*. -He aede
my cSoe a sort ot a kaw£aj p.aee -dorlny
the lit Ike time be epest ia JoaSny.
He
was emp-yed
o« a
term owned by a
bwaker.
Oar
day be waned into tbe
As

t o me:—

mao u

tbs oast

I

seer

worked

Use
aae
wae

*WhyT I asked, foe I knew tcataomrthiay taasy was eomsaj from Ade.
'Well. * be rap!lad, ‘be docen t aak a
mu to do a day’s work ia tea boars—as
fees him sixteen.'
"At a boy we dida’l
to iwarb," boctinaad tbe

always

Trento*. Feb.
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Fassib
13BA

IfgisUufrt

a.

]

Higgins. ttewardt; B. 1- Had
Alter
aoa a

tbe

work

speeches
vititing Maaoc gare

Xoiixrt.

tyler.
made,
t)tct_:-of-

a

aasd entertain meet,
A boot 125 meaahert
and thirty tUItort were pretest.
Aa
oyster tapper was served.

Mattie Ethel, wile of Merrill F. Brewer,
Tb-raday at her borne oc lireely
avenoe.
Mrs. Brewer was the danghter
of Mr. and Mn. Char lee H. Dodge, of

STATE OF MAINE.
LEGAL AFFAIRS
Committee oa Legal Affair* will rive
a patiie bearing ia it* room as the State
Bcaw u Angxaxa. Tr irsci y, March t. UBR.
No IA Aa act c extend the charter of the
BXaehili Water Coajaay.

or Otno, errr or Totmo.
*
Leeal ©otstt.
Prank J- Cheney aaa.ee oau the- he to —ttanaer ilwtedf i
Cheery A Ga.da!ng bseitcat la the (My *f Tatode. Cowry and
ard tear ante Sra w*S yay the
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For Mojor.

ALEXANDEBC.HAGE2THY, Ward Oat

For Alderman.
JOHN

W.

LEVI

W.

For Aider moo.

McCABTHY. Ward Turn.

For Warden.

THE

For Worden.

BENNETT. Ward Three.

For Ward Clerk,
iHA B.

For Ward Clerk.

HAGAN. J*, Ward Three.

jjapl ITftios.

died

Prate

For Mayor,

THE

ey.

were

DEMOCRAT.

Buu&iu.

STATE OF MAINE.
SHORE Fl> H CKILS
epos three candidates.
Committee
oo Shore
Fisheries Bill
The acting officer* *ert
£.. H. ijig- i
give a patlic tetriai it ita rooea at the
giaa. matter: H. £. Wakefield. si. W.j State donee it Aairosta. Tharndty. March 1
F
E. Whitmore. J. W.; L A Leech, at * o'clock ia the kherEOoa. Oa petit oc of
R- E. Dority sed thirty-tee other*, of redgsecretary; Itat. F. Paine, treatartr; K. K. f wick. relating to the &se of pant and dm*
aetaea ia the water* of Besjassin'* river and
Whittaker.
chaplain; W. i_ j> ere*
Bjard'* Core.
ssarebel: Edgar 7trims.g. D.. Wfittow
O* petit os of A C. Smith and twesty-fomr
Qaimby. J. D.: B. C Beynoide and A. 1_ other*, of 8«u't LUaad, rchiiBg to the pro-

e

■

wae

Last Tbsrtday eve»:»g toe chair* of
Bar Harbor lodge, F. aad A. M-, were
filled by past mattert at tbe lodge who j
conferred tbe Matter Measo'e
degree !

REPUBLICAN.

cahocriber Annie B O Pemll. of the
cay of Baltimore. state of M-a.-j~.aa i.
hereby gives not.ee that I have seen daly
apiwwrted cxecsetrix of the loot will aad tea
lament and codicil* thereto of Charles F.
Mayer, late of mid city of Baltimore, deceased. and put be ad* a* the law directa.
Beicg a reaadea: of the mate of Maryland,
aad a ncak-reea&ent of the State of Maise I
have a^potaled Lae re B Deaey. whoee residence 1* Edex Eanoock ooanrv. Maine, and
whoee address is Bar Harbor. Maise. a* sr
agent and attorney for the norpoees specified
ia Revised Statuses c4 Maine. Chap. «t 8*eaoa
tt.
Ail
person* haring demand*
agamas the estate of said deceaaed are desired to prweex: the same for settlement, and
ail indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediasely.
mil B. OFpiiil Arriving
CMCHrti estate Charges F Mayer, deceased.
Feh. T, HR

For Coasabie,

THE
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Matters Relating to Hancock County
Doings of the Past Week.

Did
one Week’s Use of Hyomel
More Than Six Months' Treatment by Specialists.
In the treatment of deafness which

an tot to Incorporate the Winter
Harbor Trust Co., at Winter Harbor.
In tbe House more business was done.
In faot It did not adjourn until one hour
later than tbe Senate. Tbe following bills

—

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 22.
Both branches ot the legislature

did

very little business Wednesday and both
branches adjourned after only an hour’s

petitions

and

ferred

were

presented

and

re-

:

By Mr. Sargent,

of

Castlne: Bill,

act

an

to amend section 2 of chapter 184 of the
catarrh Ilyomei
sesston.
laws of 1895 relating to tbe Castine Water
acts almost immediately upon the inIn the Senate an act to amend the char* Co., of Castine. Referred to the commitflamed membrane and the hearing
tee on legal affairs.
begins to return at once. A few days’ ter of the Waldo Trust Co., with the
By Mr. Tracy, of Winter Harbor: Petreatment will bring relief, and in privilege to establish a branch at Castine tition of A. B. Fernald and thirteen

is often a result of

three

or

weeks, according

four

severity of the
accomplished.

case,

to the
a cure will be

Miss Meeks, of Mattewan, N. Y.,
truly wonderful.
a short time and
see a gTeat change in my condition.

says: “Ilyomei is
I have used it but

My hearing is improving rapidly, and
I had no idea I would improve so
in

rapidly

so

short

a

time.

My

breath which was so offensive to myself and others, has lost its bad odor
entirely. 1 have spent a great deal of

money with catarrh specialists and
truly say that six months of their
treatment is not equal to one month
of Ilyomei.”
(i. A. I’archer is selling Ilyomei upon the unusual plan of agreeing to
return the money if the medicine does
not cure.
A complete outfit costs only $l.uO
and consists of an inhaler that can
lie carried in the vest i>ocket, a medicine dropper and a bottle of Ilyomei.
The inhaler will last a lifetime and
there is enough Ilyomei for several
weeks’ treatment. Additional bottles
of Ilyomei can be procured for 50
cents.
Compare this small eapense
with the fees charged by specialists
then
remember that if Ilyomei
and
does not cure G. A. Parher will return your money.
can

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harry Stanley
it

few

days

came

from

ago.

Miss Della Kooks, of Boston, visited
relatives here last week.
Mrs. Peaks, of Augusts, Is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Howard Davis.
G. B. Floyd and wife went to the city

Sunday to see their daughter, Mrs. Carrie
Brann, who is ill with pneumonia.
Miss Kooks and Asa Mitchell went to
Bangor
Monday and called on their
cousin, Asa M. Barron, who Is ill at the
Kastern Maine general hospital.

When, in 1809, Richard TrevUhick
uttered the following words, there were
Insane,
many who considered him an
dangerous person : “The present generation will use cauala, the next will prefer
railroads with horses, but their more
enlightened successors will employ steam
carriages on rati»ays as the perfection of
the

art

of

passed to be engrossed. Also an act
to Incorporate the Winter Harbor Trust
Co., of Winter Harbor.
In the House an act to authorize Walter
W. Irwin, his associates and assigns to
raise the water in Third pond In the town
of Bluebill, was given its drat reading.
Petitions presented: By Mr. Hutchins,
of Penobscot, petition of Curtis Durgaln
and twelve others, of Penobscot, in favor
of bill for the increase of taxes on railwas

conveyance.”

pc d tent at tbe present time.
In tbe Senate Mr. Mills (or tbe commit-

legal affaire reported ought not to
bill, an act to regulate tbe use of
boats propelled by explosive engines.
Mr. Mills from tbe committee on education also reported that tbe bill, an act
to amend section 41 of cnapter 15* of the
revised statutes relating to the superintendent of schools be referred to tbe next
tee

ou

pans

on

legislature.
Also

on an

act

relating

to the

superin-

tendent of schools that it ought not to
pass.
An act to amend

of the Waldo Trust Co.; also
an act to Incorporate the Winter Harbor
Trust Co.
Committee reports: Mr. Sargent from
committee on education reported ought
to pass ou resolve in favor of the Castine
tbe charter

normal school.

Mr. Kinsman from the committee on
inland fisheries and game on petition reported bill, an act to prohibit ice fishing
on Spring lake in Hanccck county
Tbe resubmission question was argued
at some length Friday afternoon. Among
tbe speakers against it was Rep. Hutchins, cf Penobscot.
MONDAY,

FEB

27.

In tbe Senate Monday little business
was done of Interest to Hancock county.
Two bills were passed to be enacted, tbe
first, an act to amend tbe charter of tbe
Waldo Trust Co., with the privilege of
establishing a branch at Castine, and the

charter; also petition of Fred A. Hadley
and eleven others, of Penobscot, for same.
By Mr. Hutchins, of Penobscot: Petition of F..A. Noyes and twenty-five
others, of Sullivan, for same; of Frank
S. Libby and twenty-seven others, of
Gouldsboro, for same. All referred to
the committee

on

taxation.

By Mr. Hutchins, of Penobscot: Petition of Charles U. Moore and fifteen
others, of Ellsworth, for abolition of the
fee system.
Referred to committee on
ealafles.
Committee reports: Mr.Treworgy from
committee on shore fisheries reported bill,
relating to the taking of scallops in
Bagaduce river, bo called, between tbe
towns of Castine and Brooksville, in tbe
county of Hancock, from March 1 to Noan act
the

vember 1 in each and every year, and that
it ought to pass.
First reading of printed bills and resolves: An act to prohibit Ice fishing in
Narraguagus pond in Hancock county.
Resolve in favor of Castine normal
school.
TUESDAY,

DEMOCRAT.
For

Mayor.

\LEXANDEH C. HAGEKTH Y, Ward Oo<

For Alderman.

XTO matter what your present occupation, if
you are between the apes of 21 and 35. and
want to secure a thorough grounding in the principles of Life Underwriting, a profession
that promises larger returns for the hustling
young man than any other, lose no time in enrnlltim yourself in Our School of Elementary In
structlon, which open* Wednesday, March 15,
1905, at 9 o’clock a. m. Tuition Free and Transportation paid one way. Only those of character
and natural ability and woo are willing to give
two to four weeks personal attendance need
apply for application blanks. Membership of
the Marcu Session Limited to 25.
FRANKLIN H. HAZ ELTON, Manager,
Maine Agency,

of property-holders is in
detriment to our town and
retards its growth and progress, for the
facts are that the growth, prosperity and
progress of this town have suffered by
native
property-holders holding their

For

Warden.

WILLIAM A. AUSTIN Ward Four.

For Ward Clerk,
ASA

For Ward Clerk.

land

far above the

true worth of such

p/operty, and turning prospective buyers
to Islesford and Sutton.
There is land enough and to spare.
What we want is to have land-ownerB
who want to bold their property for the
future willing to pay a just tax, and not
complain that they are being robbed
where they are only paying their just
Very respectfully,
part.
F. H. Macomber.
J. O. U. A M.

Brooksville.
bills

and

presented

and

Ail referred to the committee

for

same.

on

temperance.
to

An

be enacted:

ac^to

pro-

hibit ice fishing in Narraguagus lake, socalled, in Hancock county.
normal
Resolve in favor of Castine

a

Sherman,

close time

on

smelts.

Walter W. Irwin,
bis associates and assigns to raise the
witer in Third pond in the town of
v
Blueblll.
act

of

Bluehill, Morancy,

of East

Sullivan, Tugwassab, of Gouldsboro, A.
Lincoln, of Sedgwick,
Bagaduce, of
National and State officers of the

or-

ganization were present. This convention was unique in that it planned for an

WINSLOW—CARTER—At Ellsworth, Feb 25,
by Rev J P Slmonton, Miss Mary E Winslow,
of Lubec, to Clarence G Carter, of Ellsworth.

Constable,

For Constable.

Another
11

and

the

a. m.

which breakfast
was

was

supper

12, and

until about 4

were

mayor

called

for

ex-Alderman

Stuart addressed
the

propriety

the caucus,

of

making

no

nominations whatever. The republicans
bad given the city the lowest tax-rate In
years, and that if they had not overrun
that

appropriations,
they bad set out

and
to

had done all

do, they

were

deserving of credit.
But inasmuch as the city report had not
yet been issued, it was not known bow
well the republican promises had been
kept. Instead, therefore, of making

FIVE.

nominations, he suggested that a com*
mittee be appointed to interview the city
clerk and finance committee; that a re*
cess be taken until Friday evening, and If,
upon the report of the committee, the
condition of things warranted it, then
make nominations.

REPUBLICAN.
For Mayor,

the

insurance.

DEMOCRAT.
For

Mayor.

Mr. Stuart’s views prevailed, and a committee consisting of C. H. Leland. D. E.
Hurley and C. W. Mason was appointed.
On Friday eveuing the caucus again
met, and listened to the report of the

served

exercises

caucus

The
For Alderman.

ARTHUR W. AUSTIN, Ward Five.

For

Warden.

JOSEPH W. JORDAN, Ward Five.

For Ward Clerk,

For Ward Clerk.

CHARLES E. ALEXANDER, WardFive

For Conatable,
DOREPHU8 L. FIELDS, Ward Five.

Among them

may

be

men-

the

Arbor.
The

first.company

instruction

to establish

a

school

Equitable; it has
for the iast two years had a special course
during the month of July at the horns
office, New York.
It was started at fl*f>t as an experimenty
and it has proven most successful, many
of its class members having important
positions with the society’s various
agencies.
for

the

was

8

Give

nature three helps, and
nearly every case of consumption will recover. Fresh
air, most important of all.

Cherry
Pectoral
Nourishing food comes next.
Then, a medicine to control
the cough and heal the lungs.
Ask any good doctor.
••
I first used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral 53 yean
apo. I have seen terrible cases of lun* diseases cured by it. I am never without it.”
Albkut G. Hamilton, Marietta, Ohio.

25c..50c., £1.00.

served.

Six Pounds
NEW

Prunes

between

FOR

Following

25 cents.

Commencing Dec. 5, 1904.

tbe programme:

Opening ceremonies. Address of welcome by Milton Beckwith.
8 30 Lessons of Virtue and Liberty exemplified by Wm. T. Sherman Council
No. 53, of Bluehill.
Lessons of Patriotism exemplified by
Moraucy Council, No. 58, of East
Sullivan.
Drill by eight members of Good Will
Council, No. 50, of Ellsworth.
INTERMISSION— SUPPER.

130

*00

3 30

Entertainment consisting of monologues, songs, etc and trick violin
playing by Jnsou Tracy, of Tugwas.-ah Council, No. 59, of Gouldsboro.
Address by Geo. R. Bowley, State
Vice Councilor, “Benefits of the
Order.”
Oriental degree worked l»y Morancy
and Tugwassah Councils.
Closing ceremonies.

The general committee In charge of the
convention was composed of the follow*

log: George Royal, cl airman; U. B.
Moore, Arthur Fiazier, F. H. Echenagncia, F. 8. Wheeldeu. The supper committee were Percy Higgins, chairman;
Eugene Moore, E. J. Partridge, D. A.
Shorey.
_

BAB HABBOB TO BANGOB.
BAR FI ARBOR
Sorrento
Sullivan
Mt Desert Ferry.
Waukeag 9 Fy
Hancock.
Franklin Road
Wash'gton June
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falls
Nlcolln
Green Lake
Lake House.
Holden
Brewer June
Bangor, Ex St
BANGOR, M 0

Try our Royal Lunch
equal; 30c. per pound

Ralph Garland, who is attending a
business college in Bangor, is at home.
MIbs L'zzie Carpenter, who has been
friends

here, has returned to her
home at Boggy Brook.

Among

visiters here Sunday were E. J.
Abby Quinn, of Ellsworth Falls,
Vernal Frazier, of Bayside, and Harry E.
Rollins, of the Ellsworth high school.

and Miss

2LfcbfrtisrmnUk\

J/aivflm

For Constable.

Coffee. It has

no

:
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4 25
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State Street,

BANGOB TO BAB HABBOB.
P M

Portland.

10 45

BANGOR
Bangor, Ex St....
Brewer June.
Holden.
Lake House.
Green Lake.
Nlcolln.
Ellsworth Falls..
ELLSWORTH...
Wash’gton June.
Franklin Road
Hancock.
Waukeag, S Fy
Mt Desert Ferry..
Sullivan..
Sorrento.—
BAR HARBOR.
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LAKKWOOD.

visiting

us

Consumption

Friday morning, after

was

foP

Health demands dally action of th»
bowels. Aid nature with Ayer’s Pills.

00

9 30

J. C. AYER OO.,

■MMeaMeaaawwww

P M

00 5 00
05 5 04
121 5 11
34 t« 30
42 f5 87
50 5 45
59 5 54
13 6 07
18 6 18
27 6 2?
37 6 31
45 16 .l9
t 43
6 50
45;

L. W.

JORDAN,
UNDERTAKER,

7 34

RLL8WOBTH.

*

Saturday nights to Bangor only.
Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6.13 p
m, and arriving Ellsworth 11.56 a m, 9.47 p in
connect with Washington Co R R.
fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boston

Porcelain Inlays.

and St. John.

The;most up-to-date dental
Crown and Bridge'

Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
F. F. BOOTI1BY, G. 1>. * T. A.
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.

[astern Steamship Co.

work.

Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H. GREELY
DENTIST.

BANGOR DIVISION

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

adjourned.

Republican Caucus.
republicans of Ellsworth

Seven Premiums

held

Six Dining: Chaim and j Pjunii
| UlTull
Large Arm Hooker
with $10 assortment of our Soaps.
Extracts, Spices, Tea, Cottee,
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Stand*
ard Groceries Catalogue of 30S
OTHER PREMIUMS.

cau-

at
Hancock hall last Thursday
afternoon.
T. F. Mahoney, chairman of the city
committee, called the meeting to order.
Martin H. Haynes was chosen chairman,
and W. E. Whiting, secretary.
To read your sign people must go
The name of the present mayor, Dr. A.
C. Hagertby, was presented as candidate to it.
Send your sign to the people by
for mayor by ex-Mayor F. B. Aiken, and
the nomination was made by acclama*
an American want ad.
using
tlon.
American want ads bring homes to
The present members of the city committee were re-elected—F. H. McFarland, the homeless; rent properties and bring
ward 1; E. L. Drummey, ward 2; C. M.
satisfaction to buyer and seller.
Witham, ward 3; T. F. Mahoney, ward 5.
American want ads get anything
The city committee was empowered to
flit vacancies in the ticket, should any
you want, or sell anything you hare
occur.
Immediately following the main caucus, to sell.
the ward caucuses of wards 1, 2, 3 and 5
Thousands of people in Hancock
were held.
want
The caucus of ward 4 was held at North County read The American
Ellsworth Thursday afternoon.
column every week.
The ticket complete may be found in
If your want ad is not there they
the specimen ballot printed on pages 4 and
are not reading it
5 of this issue.
cuses

For Warden,

instruction
of Ilfs

practice

and

university of Chicagn
university of Micbigan at Ann

and the

continued

committee. After some discussion it was
voted to make no nominations, and the

ALEXANDER C. HAGERTH Y, Ward One

For Alderman,

of

courses

principles

tioned Yale,

Haflroafta anti Steamboat*.

evening.

to authorize

Democratic Caucus.
The democrats of Ellsworth held a caucus at Hancock hall last Thursday evening. C. H. Leland was chosen chairman
and J. H. Bresnaban secretary.
When nominations for a candidate for

their

LEWIS FLOOD, Ward Four.

WARD

tablished regular
in

DIED.
BREWER—At Rar Harbor, Feb 23, Mattie E*
wife of Merrill Brewer, aged 20 yearn, 23 daysBROWN—At Ellsworth, Feb 27, John H Brown,
aged 78 years, 1 month, 12 days.
BROWN-At Ellsworth, Feb 24, Irving C,
Infant son of Mr and Mrs Joseph Brown,
aged 7 months, 15 days.
DAVIS—At Malden, Mass, Feb 21, Percy Woodman Davis, son of Mrs Eugenia Davis Curtis,
formerly of Ellsworth, aged 22 years, 3
months, 22 days.
HADLEY—At Barre, Vt. Feb 19, Adalbert M
Hadley, of Lynn, Mass, formerly of Blueblll,
aged 55 years, 10 mouths, 21 days.
LITTLEFIELD—At Penobscot, Feb 23, Gilbert
Littlefield, aged 73 years, 11 months.
MA DDOCK8—At Ellsworth, Feb 25. Sarah J,
wile of Addison Maddocks, aged 56 years, 8
months.
MADDOCKS—At North Ellsworth, Feb 22,
Elbridge G Maddocks, aged 55 years, 2 months.
MALONE—At Ellsworth, Feb 25, John W
Malone, aged 46 years, 11 months.
MOSLEY—At
Ellsworth, Feb 21, Eugene
Mosley, aged 27 years, 5 months, 13 days.
PERK I MS— At Penobscot, Feb 27, Charles T
Perkins, aged 74 years, 7 months.
STOCKBRIDGE— At Ellsworth, Feb 21, Mrs
Emily Ann Stockbrldge, aged 84 years, 11
months, 10 days.

all-night session.
Supper was served at
0, and the opening exercises began at 8.

10 45

In the Senate the only business transacted relative to Hancock county was two
bills which were passed to be enacted.
The first, an act to amend section 44 of
chapter 41 of the revised statutes relating
to

Tbe

re-

Mr.

Qeorge B.
suggesting

W. MADDOCK8 Ward Four.

For

proportions, is now so generally
recognized as a profession that several of
the leading American colleges have esenormous

MARRIED.
DAVI9—.1 ELLISON—At Ellsworth, Feb 25, by
Rev S W Sutton. Addle Davis to Mott vV
Jelllson, both of Ellsworth.
MORGAN—LORD—At Highland, Mass. Feb 22,
by Rev Charles E Nash, Miss Inez Morgan, of
East Surry, to IIollls J Lord, of Boston, formerly of Surry.

BRKAKFAST.

For Warden,

Life Insurance as a Profession.
The bnsiuess of life underwriting^
which has risen In this country to suoli

BLODGETT—At West BrooksviUe, Feb 21, to
Mr and Mrs Charles Blodgett, a son.
GIL DART— At Bar Harbor, Feb 11, to Mr and
Mrs Warren Gildart, a son.
WEBSTEB-At Orland, Feb 13, to Mr and Mrs
Frank A Webster, a son.

This class

some cases a

twenty-eight.

An

GEORGE W. FATTEN, Ward Four.

future.

at Ellsworth.

Sargent, of Castine, peti
By
tion of Dr. 8. D. Wallace and six others,
of Castine, for the passing of the bill, an
to the proper labelling of
act relating
proprietary medicines, containing alcohol and narcotic drugs; also petition of
Dr. Harriet Homer and forty-one others,
of Castine, for same.
By Mr. Hutcbtns, of Penobscot, petition of Dr. H. E. Snow and seven others

FOUR..

represents new cottages constructed. But
the bulk of the above sum was increase in
very valuable land that has been held and
is being held for a very large price in the

First Annual County Convention Held

28.

FEB.

school.

For AldermaD,

of your valuable paper, to present
the facts In this case.
1 am a candidate for first selectman beumns

Junior Order of United American
Mechanics of Hancock county held its
first annual convention last Thursday at
Odd Fellows ball, Ellsworth.
The following councils were present:
Good Will, of Ellsworth, William T.

Passed

For Mayor,

A School of Instruction
in Life Insurance.

The leading feature in legislative affairs
at Augusta yesterday was resubmlssion
which occupied ttie centre of the stage in
the House.
Lengthy arguments were
made by several representatives in favor
of and against the movement.
Among
those who spoke against the movement
was
Rep. Hutchins, of Penobscot. The
bill was defeated by a vote of 101 to

ferred:

ItibntisnnnUB.

REPUBLICAN.

Valuation in Mt. Desert.
Seal Harbok, Feb. 25,1906.
To the Editor of The American:
J have read several articles in different
dally and weekly papers recently in regard
to management of town affairs In the
town of Mt. Desert, and as my ability or
reputation was questioned by one of these
correspondents, I wish, through the col-

others

Petition

WAHJD

SUrfjrrUfsnntnte.

for an act providing for the label- cause after
sitting on tbe board of assesling of proprietary medicines.
sors for two years I
was defeated by the
By Mr. Clark, of Tremont, petition of influence ot some of the Influential tax
Equitable Life Assurance Society
C.. M. Sawyer and fourteen others, of
payers after raising up a d leveling off
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Southwest Harbot, for same.
the values of Mt. Desert |698,000, thereby
By Mr. Hutchins, of Penobscot: Pe- yielding this town f11,896 yearly more
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
tition of D. Y. McFarland and twenty- than it
formerly did on a |17 per f 1,000
five others, of Ellsworth, for same; also rate.
George Murch is home on a visit.
of John F. Lear and ten others, of LaNow we move on to the work done by
The Maine agency has decided to estabLittle Louise Holt is quite ill with the
moine, for same; A. H. Ellis and twenty- the present board of selectmen or assess- grip.
lish a similar course in Portland for tbn
two others, of Lamoine, for same; of F. L.
ors, and we find that they have substanErnest Kaye has returned from the young men of Maine who may care to
roads.
Hodgkins and twenty-three others, of I tially taken the work done by myself and
avail themselves of the opportunity of
where he has been during the past
Mr.
of
Winter
South,
Harbor,
By
Tracy,
peti- lamoine, for same; of Charles E. Moore1 the
other members as a basis from which winter.
being educated for the work. This
tion of Frank S. Libby and twenty-six and
fourteen others, of Ellsworth, for to make
school will open at 9 a. m. March 15.
up their work this year, and
others for same.
Mrs. Charles Mu^ch, who has been
same.
more than this, they go one step farther
Committee report:
Mr. Kimball from
critically 111, is better. Her daughter,
Charleston: and raise the
By Mr. Scribner, of
valuation |50,000 more.
A record is better than a prospectus
the committee on railroads and expresses,
Mrs. Emma Martin, of Massachusetts, Is
Petition of Curtis Durgain and twelve
Of course I am well aware that my
Newspaper circulation is what counts for
on bill, an act in relation to fares upon
caring for her.
others, of Penobscot, for repeal of Bectlon opponents are
advertisers.
going to say that cot all of
Washington County railway, reported 5 of chapter 9 of the revised statutes this
£698,000 is the work of my associates
BORN.
ought not to pass, legislation being iuex- relating to real estate made personal by
in these two years, but that part of it
iSobcrtiscnunts.

Passed to be enacted:

Lynn, Mass.,

CotrcapanBtnrt.

second

IN

Penobscot

HOME SUPPLY CO.,
AUGUSTA, Ml

Bay.

Dtp. A,

Oriental R ug Works.
Steamers
drawn

temporarily

from

route.

will be resumed
as soon as

with-

Service

immediately

ice conditions will

Beautiful, curly fluffy Bugs made from ©1
Woolen, Tapestry. Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
Carpets cleaned dean. 8end for circular.

1. L. MORRISON, SK0WHE6AN, ME.

HORSES

permit.
E. S. J. MORSE, Agent,
Bar Harbor, Me.
CALVIN AUSTIN, V. P. & Gen’l Mgr.

CLIPPED

Bled, harnesses repelled and dMi
sharpened; also knives and edge tooth.
Umbrellas repaired. All work eorefcUji an
neatly done at moderate prices.

Teeth
skates

DAVID JOHNSON
(next

door to J. A. Taylor's blacksmith
war** st, tutoRA

shop),

the 1 It »:!«•• fflcn i*
./if ol/icr papers in

'county

see

George Wasson ia building

lost

s

E. E. Swett bas
wood.

week

cu

Sherman

in

other pages

Our
been

is

laid

with

up

who has been

on

ors

a

been

so

spend

Isle, visited at

Johnson wbo bas been spending
grandparents, Capt.
and Mrs. C. C. Johnson, bas returned to
Roscoe

of Deer

Harry Thurston, of

North

wick, is visiting her mother, Mrs.

SedgEmery

■racy.
society

will hold

a

ten-

Wednesday

hall

evening.

!

The people are all very busy, even it
no work among tbe smelt-tents.

there is

| Some think
earn more

town the

as a

than If there

will

men

opened

the

draw

now

hear from

us

interest

by

you

Washington’s birthday

that

time.

were

fish,

as

there

many

Capt. Philip Stinson is making a pong.
Capt. Stinson is very skillful with tools
will

who visits his

home, where
clock, lounge, picture
frames, a spinning wheel, bed-spriDgs,
and
other
useful
household
many
be will

see

show

a

Mrs. Nellie Phillips and pupils gave a
articles; and besides
plea-aii: entertainment at grange ball, and noat-builder.
Feb. 27.
Wednesday evening.

Jessie Johnson and Ernest Foster, of Deer Isle, were the guests of Miss
Bernice Mayo Sunday.

be

is

a

COUNTY NEWS.
for Additional

County A>ir»,

other

tee

tbe

blacksmith

Tramp.

WEST TREMONT.

LAMOINE.

Mrs. Ashbury Lopaus la some better.
Mrs. Vernon Latty ia very much better.

Capt. Edward Hodgkins has been HI
with grip the past week.
Misses
Bertha
Hopkins and Kuth
Curtis, who have been attending high

Lawson, who has been ill
with grip, ia better.
George W. Lunt, who has had an attack ot hie old enemy, malaria, ia some
Mrs.

Mena

better.

school, have returned to their homes in
Ellsworth.
The

«

principal

and

twenty-seven of tbe
students of the high school enjoyed a
sled-ride to Bar Harbor last Wednesday,
returning near tbe “wee sma’ hoars”.

All are glad to see Capt. Albion Morphy
again after a shut-in of several days
with the grip.

may be settled
at Manset,

cus

Feb. 27.

out

C.

Ftage between here and Surry lor the

next four years.

page*

at*

Municipal March meeting is the chief
topic of conversation, and the double
town business is likely to bring about
some odd complications which, it Is hoped,

rviAlfSIE

Et-L-SWORTM,

largely

was

The Bar Harbor orchestra, combined alth the fine weather and sleigh*
log, brought dancers from every direction.
Ninety couples participated. A
bountiful supper prepared by the Kebekahs proved an added attraction.
tended.

The First National Bank

3%

con*

Misa Edith Ralph, of Bluehlil, slater of
postmaster, ia proving an efficient aid
in the handling of the mail matter.
Mr. Smith, “The Live Yankee,” who
was confined to bis bed fora week'or two
la about again.
Hia store was In charge of
Alton Trundy while he was laid up.
The Odd Fellows' ball on the evening of

in Maine and

several counties

really

days when no fish are caught
caught only by tbe expert fishermen.

are so

as one

ThomasCandageand children, who
have been spending the winter at North
Xrookliu.are home.
Mrs.

deposit-

here many years.

or

grange

Har-

bor, with bis wife, was visiting his relatives and friends here last week. Capt.
Trundy was a native of Surry and lived

Miss Mildred

Week.

in

have

now

bis bone at

Wife.
Eaton, of Bluehlll Falls,
guest of Miss Mildred Smith last

Let

tbe winter with his

Machiasport.
Capt. Henry Trundy, ot Southwest

We

a success.

J. T. R.

Mrs.

Mason,

Freeman and many others have been
fined to the house with grip colda.

April 1, 1905.

her vacation.

year, is at borne to

friction.

without
on

A

cau-

Saturday evening,

re-

list of nominations for the new
town of Southwest Harbor, which may,
possibly may not, find ratification at the
polls. The old town of Tremont will
hold Us caucus at Goose Cove.
sulted In

a

DEATH OF MBS. AMELIA CLAKK

With

HOLMES.

I record the
death of a much-esteemed and lifelong
resident of Southwest
Harbor, Amelia
Clark, wife of Deacon Thomas Holmes,
who died at the home of her son Feb 23,
after a few weeks’ illness.
A slight shock of paralysis in December
prostrated her, from which she seemed to
rally somewhat, though she was very
feeble when she was taken to the new.cottage early In the new year.
Here she gradually failed until another
sorrowful

regret

Otia Ingalls, Ashbury Lopaus and Alton They crossed tbe Ice*bridge to Salisbury
thence to the “city by the sea”.
went to Bar Harbor on a busi- Cove,
Murphy
Benjamin Jordan spent Sunday with bis ness
trip Feb. 20.
family.
Mildred
Mildred Smith and
Misses
GRANGE MEETING.
to the harbor being frozen over
George Stafford, of Bar Harbor, was in forOwing
Baton attended the entertainment and
Last Tuesday evening was a red-letter
the past week, only a few ot the beat
town
last
week.
Bal' at Deer Isle last Wednesday evening.
in tbe
evening
history of Lainoine etroke of paralysis give warning that the
boats have been scalloping.
John Moore is visiting bis brother
It being tbe twenty-flrat anni- quiet, bur; life was nearing the end. Mra.
Stephen McFarland and wife observed
Schools closed here Feb. 22. They have grange.
Holmes was unconscious several days beversary of this grange, the sister granges
their twenty-fifth wedding anniversary Kidder in Ellsworth.
been so broken up with illness that the
at Hancock and Salisbury Cove planned
fore the angel of death called her to the
John Carpenter, who has been very ill,
last Friday evening. About fifty guests
report will not be up to the standard.
to give it a birthday party.
life eternal, leaving to her relatives and
■were present. They were the recipients of is slowly improving.
Eleven members of the West Tremont
Lamolne grange, knowing nothing of friends the sweet memory of a
Bany valuable gifts.
faithful,
Miss May Hayes, Miss McFarland,
had
a
business
improvement society
their plans, sent invitations
to those Christian woman entered Into reat.
Eggemoggin lodge, F. and A. M., of Harold Higgins and Lester Hopkins, of meeting at the home of Mrs. Myra E.
to
unite
with
them
In
a
harvest
A
member
granges
of the Congregational
worthy
Sedgwick, tendered a reception to the Oak Point, were in town Sunday.
Kumill Feb. 25.
feast. The result of all this planning was church. Mrs. Holmes took a
Brooklin Masons and ladies last Tuesday
deep Interest
Frank Sargent, Charles Moore, of Ells1 wish to correct the statement I made a large delegation numbering more than In all that
pertained to the welfare of the
evening. An interesting programme was worth Falls, and their wives, were the |
In the paper of Feb. 8. Capt. Alvin Nor- 100 from Pamola and
View
Bay
granges.
church, and waa always found In her
arranged by the Eastern Star, and was guests of K. L. Moore and wife Sunday,
i wood has never given
up command of
After conferring the third and fourth place at divine service. She was also a
A chicken supper was
well rendered.
Feb. 27.
M.
his stoop, as he is one of the high-line
a
feast
furnished
degrees
by the visiting charter member of the sewing circle, and
With a fine entertainment, deli*
served.
RESOLUTIONS.
members and tbe host grange was en- tor nearly forty years bad borne her
I scallop catchers.
clous supper, good sleighing and bright
part
It has pleased God In His infinite
IC/icreas,
In all the good work of the aoclety.
Boonllgbt, everything was given that wisdom to remove from among us our beloved | Mm. Flora Murphy, who has been joyed.
A
under the doctor’s care for some time,
strong fraternal spirit pervaded the
Mrs. Holmes was the daughter of Capt.
could be desired.
sister. Olive a dolma Haynes, therefore
| does not seem much improved, and fears meeting. A joy born of the meeting with John Clark, who was lost at sea; her
Une Femme.
Feb. 27.
Resolved, Tim In the death of Sister Haynes
old
she will have to go through an operation
friends, and the gratitude for the mother afterward married James Freethe C. E. circle, of Trenton, has lost a true and
NORTH CASTINE.
kindly feeling which prompted this meet- man. A tender mother, devoted wife and
devoted member, and her loss we do deeply before she can be better.
No services at the Methodist church ing, tempered by a sadness because of the kind neighbor has gone to her reward,
Miss Annie E. Leach returned Saturday mourn.
Miss

TRENTON.

_

to Portland.
William Dunbar leaves

to-day to visit in

Korrldgewock.
Capt J. E Blodgett and wife, who have
t)een ill with the grip, are improving.
Daniel Webster and son Greyson spent
Suoday in Brooksville with Roy E.

Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved husband and family in
their great sorrow.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
spread upon our records, a copy be sent to the
afflicted family, also a copy to The Ellsworth
American for publication.
Thus pass they from our homes away
To worlds aoove the skies;
Where glows the fair, celestial day
And pleasure never dies.

Webster and wife.
Grace Wardwell has gone to West

Miss

Penobscot,

where she will be

Grace D. Leach left Saturday for

Miss

Portland,

where she has

a

position

fine

Annie
Alice
Linda
Committee

in

cine of the

city schools.
Lowena Rice is home from Bucka-

Mrs.

jport to spend some time with her parents,
Beroy Wardweil and wife.
Castine grange held its regular meeting
last Saturday evening, after a delay of two
weeks

on

Mrs.

day

account of drifted

Fred F. Wardwell

called Sun-

to the bedside of her

father, Charles
death
is
hourly

whose

Perkins,
expected.

TI

saddened

to learn of

November,

has returned home.

Feb. 27.

Thelma.

the

her death in

Boston last week. Miss Emerson was an
estlmab'e young woman, a graduate of
Che E. 8. N. school, and for several yea's a
successful teacher. She Is survived by a
mother, thre* brothers and one sister, who
reside tn Massachusetts.
Fab. 27.
L.

Mrs. A. H. Coggins is quite ill with the

Miss

20, 1905.

Lydia Young

work

to

resolutions.

Lena

ts

has gone to Bluehili
Arthur Howard, and
Miss

for
at

Surry working

for

Mrs. Dyer

Curtis.

Mrs. E. S. Hodgdon, of Bayside,
ill, but is gaining slowly.

has

J. D. Phippen and little son Ralph
visiting her mother, Mrs. E. K.Ober.

Mrs.

Mary Conners and Mina Clinkard,
Harbor, were here last week calling

The drama entitled “The Country Kid”
V a* presented to a large audience at Herrick’s lull Saturday evening by the Swan’a
\ Island Dramatic Co.

Philip

chester, N. H.,
111

with

measles.

the

accompanied

has gone to Manwhere her son Lincoln is

McRae

her

mother

Miss
as

far

Gertrude
as Port-

March 4.

Feb.

27.

Spec.
WEST FRANKLIN.

Samuel O. Hardison had the misfortune
to lose hie horse last week.
Miss

Jennie Springer

Bangor Friday.

came

home

She will return

from

to-mor-

row.

This week will nearly wind op work in
the woods, everyone having all the stock
■<*eded.
Town

School closed last

Monday after

Pettengill, Bay View grange
Song..Bro Hall, Bay View grange
Tableaux—John Alden and Priscilla, Pa

tbe school-room and

a suc-

nine

ments

were

They returned home
invitation from the hostess

served.

with a hearty
to come again.

Feb. 27.

H.
SARGENT VILLE,

Miss Olive

ill.

Wescott,*.of Brooksville, is

J. B. Babson and wife, of Brooklin,
spent Sunday^with J. A. Moore and wife.
Albert Shorey^ returned on Saturday

Enfield,

where he

There is
;o

J. A. Moore and wife spent Saturday
with their consin,;LleweJlyn Roberts and
wife, at Brooksvilie.
A

party of thirty-five crossed the Reach
salelland |supper at me
chapel at Little Deer Isle.
and attended the

There is to be a phonograph concert at
the chapel Wednesday evening, the proceeds to go for the library|buildlng.
Maud Wardweil gave a party recently at Mrs. Sweet’s. Mies Vesta Bowden, Chandler
Bowden, Miss Martha
Courier and Addison Sargent received

year. Alt the important questions are being thoroughly discussed.
The open winter weather prophets, the
lovers of those old-fashioned, healthful
Eggemoggin lodge, F. and A. M., with
wlulers. are now on a common level—all Col am bla
chapter, O. E. 8., Invited Nasand
the
pate
looking
haggard. By
way,
If those former residents of Maine who, keag Masous, of Brooklin, to visit them
The entertainment inthrough the columns of Thu American, last Tuesday.
express a desire for a taste of our weather, cluded masio by a ladies’ quartette, of
what
k'.ew
their friends thought of
Jaiian Hooper and
them, would, I think, write upon soma Sedgwick, songs by
■object more congenial to the minds of Mr. Heald, reading by Mrs. Susie Husband and a farce, “The Female Minstrels.”
(he readers here.
Feb. 27.
Feb. 27,
CH’B’KB.
M.g

easily

ated

fat food that i.~digested and assimi
no

as

Scott’s Emulsior
i>f Cod Liver Oi
It will nourish and

hasfbeen spending

his vacation.

Miss

meeting day will be March 20 this

Recitation. ...Sister

both pupils and citizens for bis work In
for bis worth as a
man.
In spite of tbe severe weather, tbe

products.

~

bOey

mui

auuite.
"«

rfi?

e

;

Many

good.

sadly missed In the

com-

munity.
Mrs. Emetine Fiske, her alster-fn-law,
faithfully cared for her from the beginning of her Illness, aided by the members
of the

family.

services were held at the
Anson I. Holmes, on
Saturday, Kev. J. B. Aldritcb speaking
words of eulogy and comfort. The music
wss especially appropriate.
The interment was at Mt. Height cemetery.
Feb. 27.
Spray.
home cf

Mrs. L. 8.

her son,

Rev. J. D. McGraw sold

Wednesday

a

valuable

The colt I* eight and
and a beauty.

a

than

more

three

miles

Homer bas not missed
three

a

weeks of school

period,

twice

sa&fh free.

Be rare that this pie
•”» In the form of a
is on the wrapper
of every bottle of Emulsion yon buy.
v

nniuur

mu l Dun!"
LilEJiiSTS

isi Fean Si., Hew Yor&

day.

a

in the thirtyincluded in that

day

and Melvin missed

only

two

been

days,

after

entering tbe second week of tbe
present term. At tbe close of tbe term
tbe students gave an entertainment in
which! all the parts were creditably rendered. Tbe programme follows:

few

years

which

have

Eiileof the AcadlaoB.Grace Stratton
Tbe Railroad Crossing.Arthur Eaton

Prophecy.Newell Hodgkins
Girl.....Huldah Anderson
Song—Great Grandmother Lee's Ride,

Tbe Flower

Ruth Curtis
"Sand”.Lester Young
Play—Tbe Peacemaker.
Characters
Jack Freeman.
Melvin Wilbur
Elvira Smith
William Van Deusen
Homer Wilbur
Luette.
.May West
Jennie Eaton
Mary.
John.
...Nathan King
Elvira Smith
Closing address
Feb. 27.
H.
..

Times changes all things—with tbe
minstrel

Tbe woman who drives
has no need of a whip.
After

a

talking”

woman

she

ex-

jokes.

says

keeps right

a man

“there’s
on.

to

drink

no

use

re-

Mother's or a Wife’s

Duty,

or

Are

There Countless Thousands,
formerly foil of robot! vigor,
compile xious and bright, vivacious
themselves slowly losing their good
looks and strength, fading under the infioemv
of an unknown cause, ignorant of their real
condition. Just when a woman should be at
her best she Incomes depressed, fretful, nervAnd why l Yon a»k. hhe lias been s**
ous.
busy planning, has been so absorbed with
has been so
her social duties, her work
continuous, that she scarcely allowed herself
She has neglected
a moment's relaxation.
her health and, where 1«t food formerly
seemed to nourish, now she has hut little appetite and even what she domical does not seem
todotnvgood. If you should ask her what
the trouble is, she would say, “I am just
tired out.’* But the real cause is constipation
and Sts resulting condition—bad Wood. Just
think what habitual neglect of the bowels
moans, sickness instead of good health; nervousness instead of vigor; cheerfulness replaced by d presston, ha.miners by misery.
A week’s u e of Smith’s Pineapple and Butternut Pills in these cases will woik wonders.
They will regulate the functions of the liver
and bowels, immediately unload the congesMany

women

with clear
Spirits find

tion,

cure

the

constipation

and

cleanse the
t > see
th^ir cheeks, without
with the exuberance

blood of impnntics.

It

is

pitiable

women with no color in
ambition, always tired,
and v:\acity of youth sapj>ed as by some
dreaded vampire, just because nature ha*
been neglected, the bowels haveecome sluggish and poisonous elements ha.e been absorl>cd into tlie blood. Keep the bowels reg
ular by using Smith's Pineapple and Butternut
Never allow constipation or a torpid
Pills.
liver to develop. A stitch in time will save
mountain* of misery, of bad feelings and deThese little pills are wonderful
pression.
health givers. They are Nature's true laxative and a positive cure for sick headache,
constipation and biliousness in one night. 25
cents at ail dealers
Ail genuine signed W. F. Smith.

SMITHS BUCHU
LITHIA PILLS
A POSITIVE CURE FOR RHEUMATISM
AND ALL FORMS OF KIDNEY AND
BLADDER ILLS.
jet all DiALexs-u cents.
A CURE AT TMS_PEOPL£S PBKML
_

.vtm

Hundreds ol children and adult* have
worms, but are treated for other diseases.
The symptoms are:-Indigestion, with •
varlableappetue; fjui tongue; offensive
breath ; hsril and fall belly with occasional gTipiugs arid pains about the nu’ el;
eves heavy and dull: Itching of the nose;
short, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth :
starting during sleep; slow fever; and
often In children, convulsions.

TRUE’S I

I

ELIXIR
the best worm reined y made. 11 ha*
been In uw sinew 1*51. Is
purely vege-

BASS HAKBOR.
A. J. Babbldge, of Bar Harbor, made
abort visit here last week.

table, harmless and effectual.
and

m
druggist tor It
Dr. 4. r. TBUEACO.. Ankara. Me.
| 8pecUi treatment far Tape Warm*. Free Pamphlet. I

Ethel Halnee and little eon Lawrence, of Hull’e Cove, are visiting her
parents, Willard Gott and wife.
Mrs.

who died at her

Freeman and Eva Closson, of
Bayslde,
visiting their grandfather, David

are

Mosley.

Lester Bowden entertained his little
friends Friday afternoon, It
being hla
fifth birthday.
Hollis Saunders, who spent last
with her daughter, Mrs. Frtd Anderher home In Sorry.
Roscoe Douglass has attended the
Mrs.
week

son, has returned to

high

school at

Lamoine, a term of eleven weeks,
without missing a day or being
late, and
had to walk four miles night and
morning.
Homer Wilbur has attended the school
there the

past three winters, walking three

atrtJcrtiBnnmtis.

‘Doct°ring
With doubtful aedlcinea it sever tetito»« brown s instant
RBUHF, • luiiamctd femilv remedy
All
Money b.ek ft it i.il,.
Norway Medicine Co.. Norwmy, Me.

deAl'rj-

Where

no worms are present it acts as a Tonic,
corrects the condition of the mucous membrane ot the stomach and
bowels. A positive cure for Consultation and biliousness, and a valuable
remedy In all the common complaints
of children. Pries *5 eta. Ask your

a

Maurice Tburatcn got his baud caught
lu the winch while acalloplog last
week,
jamming It badly.

..

ception of

baa

l»

MARLBORO.

Stratton

home,

Are You the One Woman Neglecting a

G.

Gladys ..Laura Llnscott
Aunt Robertlna.Cassia Whitaker
Tramp.Howard Haslem
Emily.Margaret Springer
Robert Aspen.Clarence Toung
Oration.Margaret Springer

the

SOMETHING EVERY
WOMAN SHOULD KNOW.

always

From the Wreck.Charles Buswel]
Song—Mission Tea Party.Hazel Hodgkin
Last Charge at Ney.Harry Bennett
Farce—Our Aunt Robertlna
Characters:
Mr Aspen...•■.•.Charles Boswell

A

of

ilfibrrttsrmmts.

old

The remains of Mattie Dodge
Brewer,
home in Bar Harbor last
week, were brought here for burial Saturday. Mrs. Brewer’s girlhood was passed
here and many relatives and friends
mourn her early death.
She leaves a busband, Merrill Brewer, of Bar Harbor, and
a young child, besides a mother and
three
sisters.
Feb. 27.
X. Y. Z.

Opening address.Melvin Wilbur

oat

R. C. Smith not long since had occasion
to go to the shore to look after bis boat,
and Incidentally took his gun along. As
he neared the water be discovered a flock
of fifteen whistlers. He killed five. After
securing his game, Mr. Smith passed on
but had not gone far when another flock
of five was discovered, and he got t bree
of them. Mr. Smith is a veteran of the
Civil war and is seventy years of agu.
Feb. 27.
W.

highly appreciated.

Feb. 27.

came

to*day.

The many friends of Mias Nancy Whittaker, of Franklin, have earned with
deep regret of her serious Illness.
Mrs. A. P. Wooster, wbo bas been in 111
health for some time, went to Boston last
Monday, accompanied by ber daughter
Ethel.

home, has been very 111 but is im-

a

Hodgkin*

Mrs. Keaben Rand and Charles Lindsey,
of Winter Harbor, were guests at C. L.
Smith’s Saturday and Sunday.

proving.

within

days in

a few weeks at
turned to Massachusetts.

Capt. Charles Wood, an aged, retired sea
captain, who lives with his daughter aod
husband, Mr. and Mrs. 8. A. McGraw, at
his old

few

spending

colt

half montha

a

Several patrona from tbla section visited
Lamolne grange last Tuesday evening.
Miss Blanche Smith, wbo baa been

parties from Ellsworth.

to

Jordan spent
week.

wood* with ble team

SURRY.
The German measles continues to break
ont in new places.

of tbe

pupils live more than three miles from tbe
school-building. Homer and Melvin Wiibur, of 'Marlboro, have attended tbe bigb
school tbe last three winters, walking

Phlbs.Roy

strengthen

and creflli
:i to do it. Scott’s Emulsion
sways the same; always
datable aad always henefieinl
ers the body is wasting from
r.y cause, either in children
wnm

attendance bas been

half mile* night and morning, witha day or being late.
27.
Ark.

Ellsworth last

Impoverished soil, like impovThe Blueblll baseball club gave an interof Bar
erished
Tbe term of free bigb school under tbe esting entertainment at town ball Friday
blood, needs a proper
on relatives and friends.
night, when they presented the drama,
A chemist by analyz- instruction of John 8. Heed, Bates ’05, "Doan
Miss Myra Powers, of Seal Cove, left fertilizer.
in Maine,” to a delighted audience.
closed last Friday.
Tbia la Mr. Reed’s
a
for
month’s
visit
In
New
Monday
York, ing the soil can tell you what Siccnd term’s work
here, and be bas Tbe young people of Blueblll have given
Baltimore
and
Puiladelphla,
Washington.
to use for different gained and retained tbe highest esteem of several entertainments in this village
She will attend the inaugural exercises on fertilizer
Mrs.

from

Idl d.

and she will be

Tbe funeral

Reminiscences....Bro Frank Hodgkins, Lamolne grange
Remarks....Bros Hal!, Smith, Emery, Bay
View grange
Remarks.Bro McFarland, Lamolne grange

been very

weeks, taught by
Martin Garland, of Lakewood. A school
concert was held in the church which was
well attended. All are sorry to have Mr.
Garland go, as he has made many friends

■etted about |40, which goes for the benefit of the order.

entertainment:

Reading.Bro. Rood, Lamolne grange
My trip to Arlington Heights—Sister Hannah McFarland, Lamolne grange
Mother Goose drill.Pamola grange
Reading....Bro. Jesse Young, Lamolne grange
Reading.Ulster Crabtree. Pamola grange
Reading—(original)...Bro Fosa, Pamola grange

3t>bcrtiannmt&.

Bartlett went to Tinker’s Island

cessful term of

ISLAND.

Wednesday evening

Mrs.

|

Everard Young has contracted to drive
Warren

evening’s

mold grange
1 The wooing
2 Departure of the May Flower
S Going to church
Illustrated song —The Gypsy's Warning, Pamola grange
lieclutllon.Bro Smith, Bay View grange

Calvin Young and his mother went to
Moreau’s Bay yesterday to see Mrs. Hattie Torrey’s children who are ill.

If your blood is impoverished
is
Mr*. John Smith
home from the Maine
your doctor will tell you what
general hospital, much improved.
you need to fertilize it and give
The V. I. society met with Mrs. O. L.
it the rich, red corpuscles that
Milan Friday. About fl.75 was received
here.
Sd the treasury.
are lacking in it.
It may be you
Last Friday night R. B. Higgins and
Mrs. Ellen Staples, of Atlantic, is spendneed
a
but
more
a
tonic,
of
fifteen
wife, accompanied by
party
likely you
ing a few days with Mrs. Harriet Barbour ladies and
gentlemen, drove over to the ieed a concentrated fat
Ct the home of her son, Capt. Alvah
food,
Sound to the home of Rubie Higgins to a
Barb ur.
.nd fat is the element lacking
social gathering. The evening was pleasThe Red Man’s masked ball and supper antly passed in games, and at 12 refreshn your
system.
at Herrick’s hall
SWAN’S

;

CENTER.

are

The friends of Miss Helen F. Emerson
were

All

last week.

roads.

was

Feb.

seat*, filled every heart.
felt that It was one of those mile*
stones on life’s journey, which, by giving
an opportunity for
retrospect, Inspires
with hope and courage for the onward
march. Following Is the programme of

Rev.

as

usual service at

icrip.

Hammett,
Gkindlk,
Burns,
on

vacant

D. M. Angel! held his
Gott’s Island.
Mrs. Angelas mother, Mrs. E. K. Tyler, of
Brockton, who has been with her since

Sunday,

SOUTH SURRY.

We miss them where of late they trod
Aloug earth's sunny bowers.
Yet joy to know they dwell with God
In sunnier lands tiian ours.

employed by

Mrs. Chester Leach.

tntailing

Howard

Katharine

Mrs.

from

Josie M.
Gray, who bas been
teaching at Machiasport tor the past

Ellsworth last

has

Savings Department

Accounts
have

a

out

SOUTH HANCOCK.

The annual visitation of grip has proa*
vicinity, but all are

other States.

t‘e

Miss

Mayo gave a “donkey”
party to her friends Saturday evening.
Boeeoe Davis and wife, of Deer Isle,
■pent last week with Warren Ford and

The church aid

Winchester
toot.

Sinclair,
sick list, is gaining.
The price ot eggs which
high, bas begun to'decline.

Miss Bernice

cc-.t supper in

bis

Mrs. R. A.

X. W. Smith’s last week.

Mrs.

on

and

recovering.

kiln-

K A. Sinclair is hauling wood tor
Cbatto.

Milton
cut

business.

Harry Pickering,

was tLe

cutting

crew

other page*

trated many In this

Capt.
M. D.

valuable bone last

was

a

fM

_

From the Start

gasolene

a

County 1Veu>n

SOCTHWE8T HARBOR.

boat.

Week.

Eug-ne

COUNTY NEWS.
For ndrUfionftl

other pagi

»m

EAST SURRY.

BROOKLIN.
Richard Giles

County Newt

for additional

news.

For additional County Sews,

SfibrniBrmtTite.

COUNTY NEWS.

has subscribers at 106
Hancock county:
the County comu
bined do not reach to many. The American in not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it i» the only paper that can property be called a COUNTY paper; all the
best are merely local papers. The circulation ■>/ l uk American, barring the Bar
Harbor llecord’t summer list, is larger
Ihno that of all the other papers printed
lBl

Good Pills
Ayer’s Pills are good pills.
You know that.* The best
family laxative you can buy.

I

Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black? Use

{Buckingham’s Dye
joOcts

o:

Wo

druggists or R

P.

Hall St Co.. Nashua. N H

promptly obu.in U. S. and Foreign

PATENTS

Bend model, sketch or photo of invention for
free report on patemabiIItv.
patentability. For free book,
How to Secure1
Patents and

TRADE-MARKS

write
to

GA-SNOW!

OPPOSITE U S PATENT OrrrtE
WASHINGTON.D.C.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City ot Ella*«th to support and
HAVING
lor thoae who
need assistance
years
care

m-iT
rtnrln* the neat are
and are legal residents 13 Ellsworth. 1 forhld
all persons trusting them on
my socount. as
there Is plenty of room and accommodations ta
can tor them at the
city Kaimbouse.

M. J. itUVMMMT.

COUNTY

NEWS.

County Keren

fttmiditional

no

other payea

pavid Thurston la III.
Marlon Heald

111 with the grip.
Bridges, of Sedgwick,

Mrs. Raymond
Mlsa Inez Page last Thursday.
Mrs. Clara Cole and daughter Elizabeth
last week with her father, David

Tlsltcd

spent
Thurston.

Ella Powers

friends
wltn » graptaopbone concert last Wednesday evening.
Home of our young people went to the
masquerade ball at Sedgwick last WedMrs.

Is the leaving of ao Infant. She also
leaves a husband, father and mother,
three sisters and a large circle of relatives
who have the heartfelt sympathy of the
case

NOKTH SEDGWICK.
la

Mattie Dodge, of thta place.
Mrs.
Brewer wae twenty-one year* of age, and
the bride of a year. A sad feature of the

entertained

nesday evening.

community.
Feb. 27.

E.
EAST BLUEHILL.

Stephen Conary has
during the past week.
Annie Ridley’s health
winter.

been

111

physician.

a

Luther W. Bridges went'.to Stonlngton
yesterday. He will try to find employment there as a granite cutter.

people

number

Quite a

went to

North Sedgwick grange held an interesting and profitable session Friday afternoon aud evening with a large attendance
and several visitors from neighboring
After routine
granges, about 200 in all.
business, an address of welcome by Mrs.
Nettle Friend, was given; response by
of Ha'cyon grange.
Thomas Grieve,
North Bluehlll; remarks for the good of
tbe order by several; music.
Questions
of Importance pertaining to the farms
There was singing by
were discussed.
little Florence Allen, four years old, and
others. A short recess was taken, and
tbe younger ones Improved it by the
usual diversions of music, games and
A fine
chat.
Supper was served at B.
programme
ing.
Feb. 27.

was

carried out

in

the

even-

Last Saturday Willis Wltham, about
sixteen years old, SMwed one and one-half
cords of stove-wood in four hours and
twenty minutes.

WEST EDEN.
His many

bouse.

confined to tbe
friends hope be will

is still

soon recover.

William F.
spent

few

a

Higgins, of Bar Harbor,
days with friends and rela-

tives last week.

V. I. society beld its Bale and supper' Tuesday and Wednesday evenings,
realizing about f40, which will be used on
Tbe

tbe

Has.

G,

George Mayo

cemetery.

Tbe members of tbe Washington league
preparing for an entertainment on
the evening of March 6.

are

FRANKLIN.
Albert
French

McLaughlin

has moved

into the

house.

little sister Susie
the guests of their aunt, Mrs. O. C.

Miss Sadie Allen and
were

Higgins, Friday, returning home Saturday.
A few of the Central high scholars gave
Augustus Bunker and wife are housea party in Town Hill hall last Thursday
keeping in the Z. L. Wilbur rent.
Mrs. Vienna Crabtree, of West Sullivan, evening. Dancing and games were the
Mrs.

Dudley

Priscilla

Is

home

from

East brook.

Is spending several weeks with Mrs. Leslie
Swan.

Edward K. Bragdon has bought the
Blaisdell cottage and is getting it In read!*
for

occupancy.
Elmore Fickett is up from Hall Quarry
for a week, assisting in town business he
being third selectman.
ness

friends of Miaa Nancy Whitregret to hear of her illness from a
shock last
week.
Latest reports are
The many

taker

favorable.

Susie Swan, who was injured in a
wreck in New Hampshire, the
first of the season, has recovered with

features of the

evening.

Feb. 25.

scarcely perceptible scars.
Kev. F. L. Hayward wilt hold quarterly
conference at the Methodist vestry next
Saturday evening, conducting Sunday
services here and at East Franklin.

Is

already beginning

SOUTH BLUE HILL.

Abram

moved

Now

bridge.
parallel

There
across

the river at this

E.

Simpson

live here.

The houses

strung along
the military road for three miles with
scarcely a vacant lot. Many of them
have little garden plots, laid out with
symmetry iato circles, triangles and
squares audjfllled with beautiful tropical
plants. All of the varieties we are used
to seeing in the botanical gardens at home
grow almost uncared for in these little
gardens.

employed by the ChRse

Granite Co.
Elvina

stone wails

women

with

on

horseback, perched

with baskets at either
side. They are returning from San Juan
market. Theu we pass strings of bull
native saddles

teams, two and three

big,
are

yokes

to

a

team, and

covered wagons. Lots of new houses
being built in San Turce. Some of the
have

laid

out

pretty lawns

instead of the cement circles and
of the Porto
the

ugly

Now

triangles

Ricans, and have torn down

fences.

we are

swerve

The

it from its

perpendicular

Is calm and

ocean

course.

deep blue, except

for the

The
conversation
was
fragmentary.
Under the circumstances it couldn’t well
be otherwise. She—the wife—had asked
for money. He—the husband—was broke.
And she was giving him a piece of her
mind.
Hives are a terrible torment to the little folks,
and to some older ones. Easily cured. Doan’s
Ointment never falls. Instant relief, permamentcure. At any drug store, BO cents.—Advt.

Enauranee Statements.

Western Assurance Co.,
Toronto, Dominion of Canada.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1904.

Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

$ 15,000 00
1,902,561 19
68.070 W
393.824 95
25,379 21

Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not
Admitted

$2,404,836 29

admitted.

41,339 83

assets,

$2,360,496 46

LIABILITIES DEC.

31, 1904.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,

passiog “Mira Mar”,

a

prop-

$

Deposit capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and

surplns,

110.325 36
1,527.871 86
201,000 00
521.799 25

$2,360,496 46

O. W. TAPLEY,
ELLSWORTH.
F. C. LYNAM & CO.,
BAR HARBOR.

ILrgal Xcticts.

picket

or

pretty; nearly all the picket
ugly. We pass many groups of

are

cloud;

a

fronts of the houses.

the stone fences overlaid

Americans

Candage is quite ill. Her
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Lewis Candage, is
caring for her.
Feb. 27.
Mrs.

The sky is blue anu almost withthe smoke from the San Juan
Light A Transit Co’s, plant Is going
straight up with hardly a breath of air to
cations.

out

are

are

and

men

have

place. The

coming from the river is deliciously
Now we are in the shade of the
cocoanut palms.
At this place there is a
long stretch of road cover which the
palm-trees form an arch. We are now
entering dan Turce.
San Turce is the swell suburb of San
Juan. Many of the wealthy'Porto Ricans

on

been to Rockland recently on business.
Geo. Bickford is home from Bluebill,
where he has been

We are now on the San Antonio bridge,
and at the other end is the first wall and
moat of the extensive old Spanish fortifi-

bridges running

three

are

every

im-

an

Helds

cool.

mortar

Duffy and wife have been visit-

Broad

air

fences

ing friends in Tremont.
Capt. M. A. Eaton and

passing

we ire

estate.

as

have just passed an auto, one of the regulars no~ running between Rio Piedri s
and Ponce.
Well, we are almost into the Plaza Principal, the central square of the town, bo I
must close.

of
vivid greeu extend a mile or more to the
foot of the hills. There are groves of
cocoanut.palms at one side, and along the
other a double hedge of bananas. The
hicieuda (a.farm-house) Is almost hidden
in palms.
Farther back are the little irregular
bills characteristic of Porto Rican landiron
scape. Now we a e crossing an
cattle

so

m., but the sun
feel pretty hot.

There are two other Americans in this
car.
The other passengers arc two Spaniards in white tnd blue checked suits, a
St. Thomas “nigger” and four colored
Porto Ricans.
The electric road from Rio Pledras to
San Juan extends along the military road
the whole distance. Except for a few
open spaces, it is closely built up with

Some of

John

into

a.

to

Juan, the capitol,
proudly says.

of San

border of surf that always marks
the reefs which lie just off the shore. We

the

8.45

fences half hide the

Fred Colomy has
Morrleon’s hou-e.

view

native

pencil note to
electric, bound

lead

a

on

Everywhere high

Mum.

MIbb

railway

Sara’s letter. I am
for San Juan. It Is

mense

Friday.

Feb. 27.

going to add

am

residences.

W. Wardwell and wife, Arthur Wood
wife, John B. Wood and wife and
Frank and Leon We^cott attended tbe
grange entertainment at North Sedgwick
C.

and

last

fOur Southwest Harbor correspondent writes:
Our former townsman, Daniel Handy, who
holds a lucrative position on the educational
board of Porto Rico, writes home most Interesting letters descriptive of the manners and customs, the climate, industries and progress of the
people of this Important province, many of his
letters containing pen and Ink sketches, car
toons In a funny vein very mirth
provoklng(
caricatures of himself and wife and their
surroundings. The following letter which I
have been allowed to send to Thu: American
gives his friends In snowbound Maine a strong
desire to exchange bleak New England for this
beautiful land of flowers.]
I

Mrs. Dora Haoscom spent several days
E. C. Long was quite poorly last week;
of last week In Bluehll! visiting her
for two days be was unable to attend his
brother, Alfred Staples and wife.
business at the grange store.
C. L>. Mayo, of North Bluebill, called
Kalpu Witbain left this morning for
who
ban
Mr.
been
ill
Klwetl,
for
Friday on
Stonlngton to join the schooner Fiheman,
the last two weeks. Both are veterans of
Hugh Duffy, master. She is loaded with
the Civil war.
granite for Boston.
of our
the reception at Sedgwick gtven by fcggemoggin lodge, F. and A. M., and Columbia chapter, O. E. 8., given to the members of Naskeag lodge, of Brooklln.

•rty under development by American?.
Already It baa a handsome club-house and
a fine modern apartment house with glass
windows. Here wej see Old Glory too,
which looks good, for 1n San Turce «e
pass bouse after bouse flying the red and
yellow ting of Spain. Now we get a fine

local

quite poor this
required the seris

Last week she

vices of

seriously

LIFE IN PORTO RICO.
Hancock County Boy Write* Interesting Sketch About It.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of David W. Webster,
late of Castine, in the
connty of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imEdward C. Bowden.
mediately.
February 7. 1905.

THE

fTIHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
,1. he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Annie C. Stover, late
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to presem
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imStover.
mediately.
F<*hn»«rv 7

aiJimtiarnents.

of his

Mildred

Wooster
Feb. 18,

was

Make Money
In California

home

from Baugor,
It being the
twenty-hftb marriage anniversary of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Wooster.
Their uumerousjfriends wish them many
pleasant returns of the day.
Feb. 27.

B.
DEDHAM.

\

Mrs. N. E. Burrill baa returned from a
visit to her daughter, Mrs. J. E. Turner,
of Brewer.
J. T. Black has been quite 111 for several

days

with the

grip

which

hashed

many

victims in town.
The farm buildings

Harry Duren
were totally
destroyed by .tire Saturday
evening, Feb. 26. Mr. Duren was attending a grange meeting some distance from
of

his home, and his wife and three children, who were in bed, were roused only
in time to get their cow out of the barn,
saving nothing'eise but the clothing they
wore as they escaped from the burning

house.

Loss.fl,200;

insurance

If you

industrious and capable you can make money there. The big ranches
are breaking up into small farms that need more workers to care for the increased
product. The towns and cities are prosperous because the country is prosperous.
There are great valleys of the richest soil in America waiting for you. If you
have a little capital you can own one of these small farms yourself, or you can
rent one on shares and pay for it out of the product in a few years.
We will
send you descriptive booklets and folders giving full information about the moneymaking opportunities for every member of the family.
You want to see what the country is really like; you can go there, work a
few months, enjoy the delightful climate, the flowers, fruit and scenery, and earn
enough to pay your expenses both Ways by taking advantage of the

Tbe

Jon,

who

came

in

the

are

Bargain Rates

|600.

Q. W. Brewster was called to Wakefield,
Mass., by the illness and death, ou Feb.
18, of his father who was visiting relatives
there. The funeral, attended by Rev. E»
H. Boynton, of Brewer, was held Feb. 21
at his home here where he had many
friends. Mr. Brewster was seventy*three
years old, and a
descendant of
Elder

Brewster,

Every Day March

and

Walter,

of

Georgetown,

Feb. 27.
ATLANTIC.
A

large party went to Swan’s Island
evening to see tbe drama at Herrick’s hall called the “Country Kid.”
The dramatic club last Monday evening

Saturday
played

the

crowded

“Old Dairy Homestead” to a
all doing their parts

house,

Justice.

—

Remember the Rock Island runs more tourist cars to California than any other
route.
Many of them are of the latest pattern, with wide windows and lavatory and
toilet rooms for both men and women, unusually large and complete in their appointments.
Cut

JOHN

out

this

advertisement, fill in

spaces

below, and mail

*o

SEBASTIAN,

CHICAGO.
Please send me rates of fare to California and time tables —also
California book, and full information about your new service.
I expect

to

leave for California

(MAM*;

Name--

-.

your

iDustrated

■***»”»

and would like information about__

reach

....

...

SECTIOK)
—

Address.

City--State.

_

TREMONT.
This community was saddened to learn
°1 the death on
Thursday at Bar Harbor
ol Mrs. Merrill
Brewer, formerly Miss

rage iu,

Third Lot. A certain tractor parcel of land
leing in the town of Lamoine, ana bounded
ar follows, viz.:
Beginning at a stake and stones on the
southwesterly line of Silas Whitney; thence
running south eighty-eight degrees east, one
hundred eighty nine and a half rods to a
stake; thence north three degrees west one
hundred and a half rods to the middle of a
Marsh Creek; thence north eighty-eight degrees west to a cedar stake on the line of said
Whitneys land which he purchased of Alexander Baring and others; thence southwesterly on said line of said Whitney land, one
hundred twelve rods to the first mentioned
bounds, containing one hundred acres, more
or less, being the same premises described as
by Lewis Young to Silas Whitney by
conveyed
deed dated November 10, A. D. 1830, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds for said County of
Hancock, in Book 55, Page 386. and being also
part of the same premises described as conveyed bv Dolly Beals, Susan Whitney. Charles
Whitney and John Whitney, to said Maria H.
Gault by detd dated August 10. A. D. 1857, and
recorded in the Registry of Deeds for said
County of Hancock, in Book 112, Page 10.
And I shall at public auction sale, at the
office of Hale & Hamlin, in said Ellsworth, on
Saturday, the twenty-fifth day of March, a. d.
1905, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon, to satsaid execution and incidents' charges,
sell said real estate taken on execution as
aforesaid, and all the right, title and interest
which the said Maria H. Gault has in and to
the same, or had on the twentieth day of
J une, A. D. 1899, at five o’clock in the afternoon
(the time when the same was attached on the
original writ in the action in which the judgment upon which said executi n issued was
Byron H. Mayo,
rendered).
Sheriff of said county of Bancock.

isfy

Subscribe for The

new location in part
require
of the present highway or county road leading from Ellsworth to Dedham in said County
of Hancock, said location to follow a course
substantially as follows:
Beginning at a
point on the top of the hill in the county
road, known as “Bull Hill”, leading from
Ellsworth to said Dedham, and
running
northerly thirty (30) rods, more or less, and
theace northwesterly seven rods (7) more or
less and terminating in said County road
leading from said Ellsworth to said Dedham
at the foot of said ’‘Bull Hill” on the flat, in
the center of the said county road as now
travelled, said new location hereby prayed for
being on the easterly side of the road as now
used over said “Bull Hill” and being thirtyseven (37) rods, more or less in length.
Your petitioners ask that the old county
way be discontinued and that a new highway
be located between the termini and substantially over the route and location above described.
Wherefore your petitioners pray that due
notice be given and proceedings be taken as
required by law, and that said highway be
located as aforesaid.
A. C. Hagerthy,
O.

«.

KIPP,

J. W. McCarthy,
G. F. Newman,
Aldermen of the City of Ellsworth, Me., and
Street Commissioner.
Feb 11,1905.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:— Court of County Commissioners, January Term, A. D. 1905.
Upon the foregoing: petition the Commissioners being satisfied that the petitioners
are responsible, that an
inquiry into the
merits is expedient, and that the petitioners
ought to be heard touching the matter set
in
their
forth
petition;, order that the
County Commissioners meet on the premises
described in the petition on Tuesday, the
21st day of March, A. D. 1905, at 10 o’clock
A. M., and thence proceed to view the route
mentioned in said oetition, immediately after
which view, a hearing of the parties and witnesses will be had at some convenient place
iu the vicinity, and such other measures
taken in the premises as the Commissioners
shall judge proper. And it is further
Ordereu—1 hat notice of the time, ^place and
purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations
interested by serving an attested copy of the
petition and this order thereon, upon the
Clerk of the City of Ellsworth, a like copy
upon A. C. Hagerthy, one of the petitioners,
and by posting up attested copies as aforesaid
in three public places in said town thirty
the
time
apdays at forleast before and
said view,
by publishing the petition and order thereon, three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in
the County of Hancock, the first publication
to be thirty dayt$ at least before the time of
said view, that all persons and corporations
interested may attend and be heard if they
think fit.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

rminted

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Almira Ralph, of Bluehill,
\TTHEREAS
the county of Hancock, and 8tate
▼V

in
of

Maine, by her mortgage deed dated Septem-

Passenger Traffic Manager. Rock Island System,

home before the Ice
reached him. When nearly home he had
to land on a small island
called Finny, remaining there until the ice changed. Mr.
Harding was with him.
Feb. 27.
8.
to

From
St. Louis

For one-way colonist tickets. Correspondingly reduced rates from almost any point East.
The trip is easily and comfortably made via the Rock Island.
Two routes— one through New
Mexico, the other through Colorado.
Through tourist cars—hours quicker than any other line. Double daily tourist service via El Paso
tri-weekly via Colorado. Dining-car service and free reclining chair cars, both routes.
The Rock Island has representatives throughout the United States; they are travel experts and
You can have their assistance in arranging the California trip for the asking.
can save you money.
Consult your home ticket agent or write to the undersigned for our California book and complete
folder uAcross the Continent in a Tourist Sleeper.”

Your correspondent visited a bouse
last summer, and the
lady of the house
pointed out a receptacle on the wall and
said: “This ia for unanswered letters.”
1 wish she
would kindly look deep, and
9ee if there are
not some that should have
been answered some time
ago.
C. H. Robbins was in town last week
Mter his mall and a few
groceries, aud
started for home soon after 1 o’clock,

hoping

May 15

Chicago

Mass.

B.

1 to

From

Mayflower.

nearest surviving relatives are his
U. W.,and brothers Bewail, of this

town,

ninety-three

common
an

improved
at

TAKEN

respectfully represent
THEthatUndersigned
convenience and necessity
alteration and

health.
Miss

legal Not fas.
To *11 persons interested in either of the «
tstes hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bucksport, In and
for the county of Hancock, on the seventh
of February, a. d. 1906.
following matters having been prosented for the action thereupon hereiuafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published
'■d three wc
weeks successively in the Ell*
worth American, a
newspaper published at
the
Ellsworth, in said county, that they
may appear at a probate court to be he!d at Ellsworth, in said county, on the seventh daj of
a.
d.
at
ten
of
the
March,
clock In this
1906,
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they so©

To the Honorable Board of County Commissioners for Hancock County, Maine.

Postal cards from Harvey M. Blaiadel
Albuquerque, N. M.t report bis detention there for a day by a railroad wreck.
No one injured.
They also contain the
at

gratifying intelligence

legal Notices.
SHERIFF'S SALK.
Stats of Mains, Hancock ss.
on this twenty-second day of February, A. D. 1906, upon an execution
dated January 28, A. D. 1906, issued on a Judgment rendered by
the Supreme
Judicial
Court for said County of Hancock, at the term
of sa d Court begun and held at Ellsworth
witbin and for said county, on the third
Tuesday of January, A. D. 1905; which said
judgment was so rendered January 26, A. D.
1905, in which judgment and execution John
W. Watson, of Cambridge, Middlesex
County,
Massachusetts, doing business at Bostou,
•Suffolk County, Massachusetts, under the
name and
style of John W. Watson & Co. is
creditor, and Maria H. Gault of Lamoine, in
said County of Hancock, is debtor- and which
execution in favor of said John W Watson &
Co. and against taid Maria H. Gault, for the
sum of Two hundred
sixty and eighty-six
hundredths dollars, debt or damage, and niuety-one and ninety one hundredths dollars,
costs of
suit (together with fifteen cents
more for said execution writ), runs
against
the goods and estate of said Maria H. Gault;
the following real estate as the property of
said Maria H. Gault, to wit:
First Lot: All of a certain tract of land
situated in said Lamoine and bounded thus:
Beginning at a stake at the corner on the road
leading to Hancock; thence easterly on said
road thirty eight rods to
a cedar
stake;
thence east fifty degrees south eight rods to a
stake and stones; thence south twenty-nine
degrees west thirty-eight rods to the town
road leading from Lamoine Point; thence
northerly on said road seven rods to first
mentioned bound, containing one acre and
one hundred
twenty-five rods, more or less,
and being tbe same premises described as
conveyed by Stephen Higgins to said Maria
H. Ganlt by deed dated November
6. 1890, and
recorded in tbe Registry of Deeds for said
County of Hancock, in Book 254, Page 140.
Becond Lot: A certain lot or parcel of land
lying and being in the town of Lamoine, in
the County of Hancock, and Stale of Maine,
numbered One (in the Gore), and butted and
bounded as follows, viz.:
Begiuning ou the hea l of Jordan’s River at.
the southwest corner bounds of lot numbered
Two (in the Gore), sold to Hazen Whitaker,
and running south eighty-nine degrees east
rods, to the southeast corner
bounds of lot numbered Three sold to James
McKenney; thence south nineteen and an
half degrees west to the shore of Jordan's
River aforementioned; thence
northwardly
around the shore, including the marsh, to the
bounds first mentioned and containing one
hundred seven ami a quarter acres, more or
less, according to a survey and plan of said
Gore by Reuben Dodge. Esq. surveyor, being
the same premises described as conveyed
by
Alexander Baring and others, devisees in trust
of tbe estate of William Bingham, to Silas
Whitney, by deed dated January 8, A. D. 1828,
and recorded in the Registry of Deeds for
said County of Hancock, in Book 61, Page 351,
being also part of the same premises described as conveyed by Dolly Beals, Susan
Whitney, Charles Whitney and John Whitney
to said Maria H. Gault, by deed dated August
10, 1857, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds
for said County of Hancock, in Book 112,

American-only COUNTY paper-=$1.50 per year

ber 11, a. d. 1893, and record*d in Hancock
county registry of deeds, in volume 276, page
127, conveyed to me the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in said
Bluehill, bounded and described as follows,
viz.:
Beginning at the southwest corner of
land of Harlan P. Johnson (formerly of Mrs.
Joshua P. Candage) on the highway leading
from the Bluehill Inn by the house of Haskell
W. Johnson; thence following said highway
northwesterly to the schoolhouse lot, opposite the house of said Johnson; thence following said schoolhouse lot to land of Israel
Webber; thence following said Webber’s
land and land of William S. Horton in a
southeasterly direction to land of said Harlan
P. Johnson; thence following said Johnson's
land to the highway, the place of beginning.
Containing seven acres, more or less.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, 1 claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Edward E. Chase.
Bluehill, February 21, a. d. 1905.

Subscribe for TiiE American.
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THE

cause.

Autonio F. Smith, late of Ellsworth, In said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, and for the appoint mem o» a a

administrator with the will Annexed, presented by Fred 8. Smith, a son and heir of
said deceased.
Berilla B. Gott, late of Surry, in said county, deceased. A certain instrument pur potting to be the last will and testanmut oi said
deceased, together with petitiou lor (isobath
thereof, presented by Joseph E. Gott. thh
executor named therein.
Joseph H. Gilley, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceasec. A certain instrument purporting lo be the last will and teal ament of
said deceased, together with peti iou for probate thereof, presented by Lydia J. Gilley,
the executrir named therein.
Mary T. Pond, late of Bucksport, in eai4
county, deceased. Cen in instruments purporting to ue the last will and testament »nd
codicil thereto of said d ceased, together with
petition tor probate mereof, pit.touted by
benjamin P. Blodget, the executor nauud
therein.
John Clement, late of Bucksport, in saifl
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petit, on for probate thereof, presented by Charlotte A Clement, the executrix named therein
Mellie L. Wardwell, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased together with peti ion for
presented by Ferdinand
probate thereof,
Wardwell, the executor named therein
William L. Worthley, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. Petition that Guy W,
McAlister or some other suitable person bo
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Sarah Worthley,
widow of said deceased.
John N. Swazey, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Albert O.
Swazey, administrator with the will annexed,
for license to sell certain of tbe real e tale of
said deceased as described in said petition.
Kendall K. Hodgdon, late of Trernont, fa
said county, deceased.
Final account of
George R. Fuller, administrator, filed for settlement.
Walter L. Fernald, late of Mount Desert, fa
said county, deceased.
First account of
Abraham C. Fernald, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Owen Byrn, lute of Ellsworth, in said county. deceased. First account of Charlotte BByrn and Fred L. Mason, executors, filed for
settlement.
Frederick M. Eldridge, late of Bucksport, ia
said county, deceased.
First account at
Frank F. Smith, executor, filed for sett lemt nfc.
Francis A. Bowden, late of Orland. in said
county, deceased. First and last account cd
Frank C. Perkins, administrator, filed for scFtUment.
Bewail B. Swazey, late of Bucksport, in said
couuty, deceased. 8econd account of Edward
Swazey, one of the executors of the will <d
said deceased, filed for settlement.
Roscoe R. Wardwell. late of Verona, in said
First account of Theo fcL
county, deceased.
Smith, executor, file! for settlement. AQp»
filed by said executor to have the cot*
ateral inheritance tax assessed.
Maria L. Crabtree, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. Final account ot Alfrtdlg*
Crabtree and Wm. L. Coggins, executors, filed
for settlement. Also private account of Wlp,
L. Coggins, one of said executors, filed for
allowance against said estate.
DeGrasse Fox, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. Resignation of Harriet Fox, one ol
the executors under the will of said deceased,
filed.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

fietition

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of William M. Web&Vlb
late of Castine, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment it*Edward C. Bowden.
mediately.
February 7, 1905.

THE

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:
To the Honorable Justice of the Sup re jut
Judicial Court, next to be held at Ellsworth, within and for said County ou
second Tuesday of April A. D. 1905.
EORGE W. GOULD, of De.r Isle, t»
T said county, husband of Lucy E. Goulet*
respectfully represents; that he was lawfultjr
married to the said Lucy E. G uld, who;-#
maiden name was Lucy E. Frye, at Hangon
County of Penobscot, State of Maine, on
twentieth day of December, A. D. i90i, by ttn
Rev. Charles H. Cutler, a minister ol the gospel duly commissioned to solemnize maW
riages; that they lived together as husband
and wife at Brewer, in said county, and fib
Portland, Oregon, from the time of their sail
marriage until March 28, 1903; that your libellant has always conducted himself toward lifts
said wife as a faithful, true and affectionate
husband; that the said libellee not withstanding her marriage covenant and duty has been
guilty of cruel and abusive treatment to your
libellant; that the residence of the libellee is
not known to your libellant and caun t be ascertained by reasonable diligence; that th<n»
is no collusion between your libellant and
the said Lucy E. Gould to obtain a divorce.
Wherefore, the said libellant respectfully
prays that the said marriage may be dissolved,
by divorce and as in duty bound will evor
George W. Gould.
pray.
February 9,1905.
Subscribed and sworn to before me th.s th»
9tli day of February, A. D. 1906.
Patrick H. Dunn,
Justice of the Peace,
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—Supreme Judicial Court. In
Vacation. Ellsworth, February 11. A D. I'.-Ulb
Upon the foregoing libel, ordered. That th®
libellant give notice to the said LibcIfC®
to appear before
the Justice of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Ellsworth, within and for the County of Hancock,
on the Second Tuesday of April A. i>. 19uC
by publishing an attested copy of said libel
and this order thereon, three weeks succe»sively in the Ellsworth American, a new**
printed in Ellsworth in our County of
Hancock, the last publication to be thirty
days at least prior to the secoud Tuesday
of April next, that he may there ana
then in our said Court appear and answer to
said libel.
Lucilius A. Kmkrv,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court,
A true copy of the Libel and Order of Cot«r
thereon.

Cl

Super

SHERIFF'S SALK OF HEAL ESTATE
STATE OF MAINE.
County of Hancock sh:
ri^AKEN this eleventh day of February,
X 1805, on execution dated January l*,
1905, issued on a Judgment rendered by the su»
preme Judicial court for the county of Ha»*
cock at the term thereof begun and held on
the third Tuesday of January, 1905. to wit. oft
the 26th day of January, 1905, in favor of
George W. Gault, of Lamoine, iu said county,
against Edmon Eno. of Ellsworth, in said
county, for seventy-seven dollars ant nineteen cents, damage,
and thirty-one dcllacs
and forty-four cents, costs of suit, and will
sold at public auction at the sheriff’s office fn
Ellsworth, to the highest bidder, on >aturdav,
the 18th day of March, 1905, at ten o’clock m
the forenoon, the following described real estate and all the right, title and interest v hie hi
the said Edmon Eno has or had in and
the same on the 24th day of March, I9ttt. at
nine o’clock and forty-five minutes
m., tft®
time when the same was attached on the writ
in the same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated fa
Ellsw* rth aforesaid, and described as follovijr
in the deed conveying the same from Robert
Gerry to Edmon Eno, dated Novemo.r 14. ’.8;^
recorded in Hancock county regis;rv of deeds,
in book 240, page 501, viz.:
Beginning on a new street at the southeast
corner of Isaac Davis’s homestead lot: there*
on said Davis’s easterly ll.,e nin®
northerly
rods to the Hill line, or land of Herman Hilt$
thence northeasterly on said Hill’s south lin®
seven rods and four feet to land of EugenB
Hale: thence southeasterly following s»idi
Hale's westerly line nine rods and seven
links to an iron stake in the northerly line of
said new street; thenct southwesteily in tfta
northerly line of said new street seven ro<T§
and four feet to the place of begp ninv. containing sixty-four square rods, more or less*
A true copy, Attest:—B. H. Mayo,
WJ*.
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FROM WASHINGTON

COUNTY NEWS.
other payee

Great
Appropriations for Maine
Preparations for Inauguration.
BLUEHILL.
Washington. Feb. 27 (special)--No
PENOBSCOT.
Lincoln Merrill, of southern California, more effective work in securing large apDistrict Deputy B. U. Cushman paid an
Mrs. Annie Howe.
propriations (or Maine has been done in a
official visit to the Brooklin masonic is the guest of
1 mg time tban that of ex-Gov. Burleigh
Miss Alice Mayo was the guest of the
lodge Friday.
on the omnibus public building bill. Ten
Misses WyinaD, of Ellsworth, Feb. 22.
hall
was
held
at
Asocial dance
Orange
years and more ago. when the late Setb L.
The ladies of the Baptist circle will give
Batnrday evening. Sewall Perkins, of
Mlilikeu was a member from the third
at
the
Thursday,
a
ten-cent
chapel
supper
define, furnished music.
district, and chairman of the public build
March 2.
Penobscot chapter Initiated two candiiugs committee, be secured enactments
The senior class of the academy took
dates into the mysteries of the order at a
for numerous public buildings in Maine.
nearly flO at its ice-cream sale Monday After his death, however, Maine bad to
special meeting Saturday evening.
Feb. 20.
wait a while,and several public buildin
No news has yet been received con- evening,
C. W. Cummings, who has been con- bills were passed with no provisions for
cerning the safety of Henry Davis, who is
for four tbe Pine Tree State
Gov. Burleigh was
Anna
schoouer
in
the
Pendleton, ducting religious services here
weeks, left town to-day.
ap ointed a member of the committee,
forty-four days out from St. Simon, Oa.
but as a new mao, could not get tbe ear
The dramatic club played “Down in
Presiding Elder Hayward preached here
to a of tbe committee and of tbe House leadSunday eveolng. The usual church busi- Maine” iu Surry Friday evening
went over ers as one older in tbe service could.
ness
for tbe year was transacted at the good bouse. Quite a number
But in tbe meant! i.e Gov. Burleigh has
from Bluebili who were not connected
Close of the service. Rev. F. V. Stanley,
become a leading member of tbe public
who hss occupied tbe pulpit faithfully with the play.
buildings committee, with prospects one
for the past three years, reported that
Mrs. A. M. Herrick’s class of young
of
the chairman-

Jbr additional
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see
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in

the
gentlemen entertained
Congregational circle, and bad a tencent supper in the Congregational vestry
Thursday, Feb. 23.

nected

thirty members of Wm. T. Sherman council, J. O. U. A. M., attended the
gathering of that order in Ellsworth,
Feb. 23.
They report a very enjoyable
session, and appreciate the hospitality
which
was
teudered them so cordially

he

could

not

remain

he intends to enter

a

another

year, aB
theological school.

Much regret is manifested that a change
pastors is to be made.
Gilbert Littlefield, a much-respected
citizen of this town, died Feb. 23, aged
seventy-three years, eleven mouths and
one
day. after a lingering illness of
several weeks.
Mr. Littlefield was con-

prominently

with town affairs

for

several years, having been treasurer and
tax collector for over fifteen years. He
leaves two sons—Bradley W., of this place,

Sherman, who is in California, and
two brothers—Nelson, of this place, and
and

Harvey,
The

B.v

of Massachusetts.

ladies

with

the

ren, held

a

of

Penobscot chapter, O. E.

aid of their masonic breth-

public

sociable at masonic ball

Wednesday evening, Feb. 22, in commemoration of Washington’s birthday. Tbe
following programme

rendered:

was

Plano duet
Solo—Yankee Doodle..Master Sherman Perkins
Remark* on Washtngton as a Mason,
Written by H B Ward well
Plano solo.Miss Nina Vamum
Reading.Mrs Carrie Perkins
Vocal duet,
Mrs M A Ward well. Mrs G O Littlefield
Remarks on Washington’s religious life.
Rev F V Stanley
Piano duet
Rev F V Stanley
Solo..
Song and chorus— Stat Spangled Banner

Feb. 28.

SubaJ

Capt.

Scott and Howard Lowe

Charles

In Bluehill

Ernest

Monday.

Babson

Brooksville,

were

J. Cousins, of
here Sunday.
and

Ira

Albert Hall and wife, of Camden, have
been guests of Mrs. Charles Thompson

recently.
d’ed at her borne on
Little Deer Isle Feb. 20, aged two years
Livzie D.

Weed

five months.

The Sidewalk society held a sociable at
the
school-house
Thursday evening.
About |17 was realized.
Elizabeth H. Thompson, who is
pMt ninety years old, is ill from effects of
a cold, and her condition is considered
serious.
Mrs.

Master Emery Gray, who has been

ing

About

and

freely.
M.
_

Charles Jones was “high line” in the
scallop fishing last week, be having taken
Bine gallons.

somewhat

ot colds

among
and

our

peo-

grip, has

subsided.

visiting

rela-

tives in Corea.

roads ot

dritted

snow.

Winter Harbor the

past week.

NORTH LAMOINE.
Emma Austin, who has been teaching at Winter Harbor, is home.
Ira Hagen, Jr., and family, ot Ellsworth
Falls, visited Ur. Hagen’s parents on SunMiss

day.
Miss Inez Hagen, clerk in Portland, retarns to her work this morning after a
three-weeks’ vacation.
Feb.

27._Y.

News has been received of the death of
George Alexander Brown, of Boston, a
rising young lawyer of tnat city. He married, on Dec. 10, 1902, Miss Ada May
Graves, of North Lamolns. Besides his
wife he leaves one son, Carl, and a widowed mother.
Feb. 27.
Spec.
MT. DESERT FERRY.
Mrs. Nellie SaunderB made a brief visit
with relatives in Bangor last week.
The

Miranda recently disload of coal for the Maine

schooner
a

Central.
Mrs. lewis Jordan and Jnlla Johnson
recently visited friends and relatives in
Ellsworth.
Mrs. Margaret Eldrldge has been spending a few days wtth her mother, Mrs. A.
L Colby.
Miss Emma S. Young, of East Bluehlll,
•pent last week with her cousin, Mrs.
Laura Colby.

Feb. 27.

fur

business.
Two years and more ago he had started
the work by getting on \be omnibus bill,

Representative Mercer, of Nebraska,
chairman, appropriations for sites in

when
was

public buildings

That year he uot only

badly needed.

were

The
sell

at

was

omnibus
hard fur

decided thi9 year to

have

an

public buildings bill, he struck
Calais, Bar Harbor, Auburn, and

He had almost

to

sleep In the room of
the public buildings committee for several days to be sure they did not take bis

appropriations

Shaw, of Gouldsboro Point, has
been a recent guest at Dr. Larrabee’s.
Ambrose Wasgatt has been confined tc
the bouse for a week or two by Illness.
Willing Workers bad ice-cream to
the V. I. dining-room Saturday

evening.
Julia Guptill, of Gouldsboro, wbo
for several weeks, was here
this week calling upon friends.
Miss

has been ill

Irving McDonald and A. D. Joy attendthe K. of P. convention at Columbia

away,
Thus fierce

looking.

when
was

he

not

was

the strife to

get

Now be has Maine fully
of, and probably there will be

items in the bill.
taken

care

little further demand from

C.

From AVe* York 'Journal.
*'During the recent Grip epidemic, claiming a million vic-

Falls

on

Thursday.

rumors about the public
buildings bill failing at this session of
Gov.
Congress prove true.
Burleigh’s
work will not be lost.
He would be sure

of the

appropriations at the next session
Congress, or whenever a public buildings bill is again parsed.
of

Senator

Marion Wilson, wbo has been a
recent guest at the Guptill farm since her
school closed, returned to L. P. Cole’s
Sunday, and left the first of the week for
Miss

ference

Ohio,

Hale has recently been in

con-

Representative Burton,

with

chairman

of the river and

House,

committee of the

to river and harbor

with

items

of

harbor

reference

the Maine

on

Mount Desert to visit friends.
and

Mrs.

Daniel

Tbaddeus

Sinclair is very

ill at

her home.

Beatrice Johnson
the house by illness.
The

weekly

Johnson’s

sing

was

is

to meet with

H. O.

held at

Saturday evening.
society has

The ladies’ aid

confined to

been invited

MIbb Helen Hill March 1.

Morancy council, J. O. U. A. M., must
to Ellsworth Thursday in a
body, judging by appearances before and

have gone
after.

effect in the Senate, and hopes to
get it enacted into law.
Senator Prye, chairman of the committee that has charge of river and harbor
legislation at that end of the Capitol, Baid
to-day that if the bill ever reached the
Senate, he proposed to put it through.
“1 do not credit the reports that the bill
is to be strangled,” said Senator Frye.
While the Maine Items carried on the
bill are comparatively of minor importance, they mean a great deal in eventually
making more business along the Maine
to that

coast.

Should the several surveys asked
for be authorized, it would lead;to the

expenditure of considerable
money in dredging and other improve-

eventual
mend.

Several
have

asked lor

people, alone

Maine

evinced

by

Interest

an

In

department

the

the

coast,

legislation

ol commerce

labor, requiring motor bodies to be Intheeame as steam vessels ot larger
build.
Following the Investigation ol
the Slocum disaster, several recommendations lor stricter inspection ol all kinds
ol boats were made to Congress.
However, thus,tar all. efforts to have
inspection ot motor.boats have tailed. So
and

Rev. O. G. Barnard preached to

a

large spected,

appreciative audience Sunday morning. The majority of the congregation
and

were men—a

noticeable occurrence.

Edith

Fielding burned herself
badly Tuesday afternoon by upsetting a
The other members of
Doyle family are ill with grip colds.
Children's night of John Dorlty grange
Tuesday was a very happy affair, with a
pleasing programme. Miss Doris Hatch
greatly pleased the audience with her
bowl of hot fat.

recitation and

the

opposition

H.

to it has

department ol

has

practically

dropped

court at the national

capital, recently, recalled the fact that Justice Holmes once
served his country on the field, even as
he does now in her highest tribunal.
So in all probability, none of them real-

that

and labor

the

subject.

committees, in charge
ol such subjects, have lavorably reported

bills, affecting

the

inspection

ot

steam vessels.

practically certain that
legislation in that direction
It is

Captain of the Supreme Court.
Few of those who witnessed tbeopeniDg
session of the United States supreme

developed

commerce

Senate and House
several

acting.

Feb. 27.

much

more

will

severe
be

at

this

session.

continent."
-A

----

DEMON grip has crossed our
leaving behind scores of
physical wrecks.
Victims of catarrh of the head, catarrh
of the throat, catarrh of the lungs,
catarrh of the stomach, catarrh of the
kidneys, catarrh of the pelvic organs,
are to be counted by hundreds of thousands. Grip is epidemic catarrh, and
6ows the seed of chronic catarrh within
the system.
This is so true that few grip sufferers
are able to make a complete recovery
until they have used Peruna.
Never in the history of medicine has
a remedy received such unqualified and
universal eulogies as Peruna.
A

LIKK
country,

A Mew York Alder man’s Experience,
lion. Joseph A. Flinn, alderman Fifth

District,

writes

from

104

Christopher

street, New York City, as follows:
“Whin a pestilence overtakes our
people we take precaution as a nation to
preserve the citizens against the dread
Cf^ease.
“La grippe has entered thousands of
our homes this fall, and I noticed that
the people who used Peruna were quickly restored, while those who depended
on doctor’s prescriptions, spent weeks
in recovering, leaving them weak and
emaciated.
I had a slight attack of la grippe and
at once took Peruna, which drove the
ud in front of the Wbite House, and the
Stand where the President will review the
marching organizations is well under
way. That is immediately in front of the
White House, so that the President will
only have to walk across bis own front
yard to see the ranks swing up Pennsyl-

vania

avenue.

One mile away,

Capitol,

another

erected.

That

enormous

is

front of the

the east

on

where

will take the oath of

stand is

the

being

President

office, surrounded

by prominent
diplomats representing foreign
countries. Chief J ustice Fuller, a native
officials and

the

ambassa-

dors and
of

Maine,

who

has

sworn

in

I

j!
[
j

in its effects in my case after repeated
trials.
“First* it cured me of chronic bronchitis of fifteen years* standing by nsing
two bottles of Poruna in January,]^,
and no return of it.
“After I was cured of bronchitis I iia<j
la grippe every w inter for several wintera. But, through the use of Poruna,
it got gradually weaker in its severity,
until it dwindled down to a inoro stupor
for two or three days. Now the stupor
does not trouble me any more.**—0. H.

Perry.

A Congressman's Experience
House of Representatives,
Washington, I). C.
Pernna Medicine Co., Columbus, Ohio.
Gentlemen—** I am more than satislled
“One of my customers who was greatly with
Poruna, and find it to be an excelhelped by Peruna advised me to try it, lent remedy for the grip and catarrh. I
j
and I procured a bottle the same day. I i have used it in
my family and they all
used it faithfully and felt a marked imjoin me in recommending it as an excelprovement. During the next two months lent rernedv.”
I took five bottles, and then felt splenVery respectfully,
did. Now my head is clear, my nerves
George H. White.
If you do not derive prompt and satis*
steady, I enjoy food, and rest well. Peruna lias been worth a dollar a close to | factory results from the use of Poruna,
me.”—D. L. Wallace.
j write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
Mr. O. II. Perry, Atchison, Kansas, | full statement of your ease and ho will
writes:
Ik; pleased to give you his valuable ad“Again, after repeated trials of your 1 vice gratis.
medicines, Peruna and Manalin, I give I
Address Dr. Hartman, President of
this as my expression of the wonderful The Hartman
Sanitarium, Columbus,
results of your very valuable medicine ji Ohio.

j

COUNTY NEWS.
Additional
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NORTHEAST

John^Palt(and wife

im

other pagee

HARBOR.

are

visiting in New-

Elliot Sperry, Irving Young,
Gilbert
Gouldsboro, Calvin Lawrence,
John F. Jones, Wylie Tracey, Frank P.
Noyes, Jason Tracey, Thurlow Young,
William Foss, George Joy, Alonzo Tracey.
Feb.
L.

Sargent,

27._

port.
Mabel Eddy, of Seal Harbor, ia
employed at the rectory.
Last Thursday evening the K. of P.’s
held their annusi'lnstallatlon of officers.

SOUTH GOULDS BOKO.

his inaugural address.
At every nook and corner along Pennsylvania avenue, large enough to seat one
persons, provision is being made
inauguration day. On the several
public reservations along the route great
or more

for

stands, capable of seating several thoupeople, are being erected.
Washington is praying for a splendid
day. That is always the prayer of all the

sand

city previous to an inauguration. 80
many Inauguration days have been bleak
and

cold that the day Is almost dreaded
by the older class of people.
Several
deaths and an enormous crop of colds

Invariably

follow

Inauguration

the unusual exposure of
many people.
because of

bo

Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
Jlu Jltsu, the Japanese art of selfdefence, which has sprung into such

prominence by reason of
Annapolis, West Point,

its

adoption

at

Mrs. Miriam Sperry and
visited relatives in Ashvilie.
W.

son

recently

K. Hammond, who haa been attend-

Williams, who is teaching at Otter
Creek, spent Saturday and Sunday with

ing

E. W. Ober.

taught by Miss Emma Nelson, of Cherryfield.

Mr.

A

several

Presidents, including McKinley, twice
will administer the oath to Mr. Roosevelt,
following which Mr. Roosevelt will read

almost

disease out of my system in a few days
and did not hinder me from pursuing
my daily work.
“I should like to see onr Board of
Health givo it official recognition and
have it used generally among our poor
sick people in Greater New York.”—
Joseph A. Flinn.
D. L. Wallace, a charter memlter of the
Tnternational Barber’s Union, writes
from 15 Western avenue, Minneapolis,
Minn.:
“Following a severe attack of la grippe
I seemed to be affected badly all over. 1
suffered with a severe backache, indigestion and numerous ills, so I could
neither eat nor sleep, and I thought I
would give up my work, which I could
not afford to do.

Mbs

en-

But It Is also
certain that no legislation, calculated
to affect the hundreds ol little motor
boats such as one sees along the Maine
coast, will be passed. The bill which the
acted

tims or more, the efficiency of Peruna
in quickly relieving this malady and
its after effects has been the talk of the

the State tor

several years.
Even if the

ed

the

Gov. Brooks lodge, I. O. O. F., held an
Important meeting Tuesday evening.
The first degree was conferred by a team
from Biueblll, in an able manner, much
to the enjoyment of the local members.
A supper was served.
Feb. 27.
Tomson.

charged

ueeded

government

Portland.

John Coombs ban been ill for a few
days, but is improving.
Misses Sybil and Lelia Cole have been in

Misa

About every day during the past week
tbe'shovel brigade has been called ont to

ciear^tbe

the convenient transaction of

when it

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Miss

Lord is home from Bath, and will
have charge of the Omar Lord store.
Miss Lucy W. Jones returned home last
week from an extended visit to Bucksport.
Mrs. Julia Farnham, who has passed the
best part of the winter in Bluehill, is
home.

sickness

buildings

State all the federal

of

Mies Emma Cole baa been

Mrs.
for

Amos

Tbeiprevalent
ple, consisting

moie

coast. Mr. Hale 1b specially Interested in
through Congress at this session
Deasy enter- getting
some appropriation for dredging Portland
visit- tained the V. I.
society on Wednesday.
harbor. He Las proposed an amendment
Mrs. The
pleasant day brought out a large at-

Benny Jones leaves this morning
Bangor where he has employment.

fjjy
NERVOUSJJf,

days

chase of a site, it becomes committed to
lyn D. Dority, of Greenland, N. H., and
I the project, and it is only a matter of
John E. Dority, of Bluehill, and one
time, when the appropriation for tbe
sister, Mrs. Mary L. Judkins, of New
structure must be made. So Gov. BurBraintree, Mass.
leigh has only been biding his time, and

Capt.

WEST BROOKSVILLE.

GRIP LEAVES
\Y
IN
THOUSANDS
ITS_
PATH WEAK,
DYSPEPTIC. CATARRH WRECKS*,
THE

died at

grandparents, Capt. and
Haskell, has returned to bis home tendance, who had an
exceptionally nice
In Sedgwick.
The captain’s new phouograpb
time.
The district school, taught by Miss furnished the chief entertainment.
Busan Haskell, closed Wednesday after a
Feb. 27.
C.
profitable term. Elmer Lowe did not miss
EAST SULLIVAN.
ft day during the term.
Feb. 28.
E.
Harry Patten is home from Hebron
academy.
his

CharleH

Weak, Nervous, Dyspeptic, Catarrh Wrecks.

and he has been

tions for

took care of the necessary enlargement of
Lynn, Mass.,
the Augusta postoffice, at a cost of over
Barre, Vt.»
formerly of. Bluehill,
but also secured large sum9 for
Mr. £100,000,
I Feb. 19, aged nearly lifty-six years.
sites for a courthouse at Portland and for
Hadley was born in Eden, Nov. 29, 1849,
at Bar Harbor and Calais.
the son of William K. and Lydia Shepard postoffices
That was, in reality, a very wise way to
Hadley. He leaves two sons—Fred and
for it would have been impossible
and one
daughter—Mrs. Dora begin,
Ralph,
to have secured appropriations for the
Goodwin, of Arlington, Mass., a mother
entire building. But once the govern—Mrs. Lydia P. Dority, of Bluehill; three
ment appropriates money for the purbrothers—W. R.Hadley, of Barre, Llewel-

Hadley,

Adalbert M.

The Grip Leaves Thousands in its Path

attaining
laving the foundapublic building legislation
for Maine, enough, in fact, to give the
of these

ship,

all the localities where

Feb. 28.

Fred

NORTH DEER ISLE
were

and

ladies

—

meeting of the W. C. T. IT. was held
Mrs. Annabel Heed on

a

business

college

in

School baa closed after

Bangor,
a

is home.

successful

term

Mrs. Mary Hooper and daughters Ida
and Doris, of West Sullivan, are visiting
Tuesday evening.
her parents here.
Miss Inga Johnson, who has been on a
visit to her home in Norway for the past
Charles Hammond, who has been 111 for
few months, is home.
nearly a year, has improved so that tie is
MrB. Rogers, of Bangor, who last week able to be out some.
visited her daughter, Mrs. E. S. Atwood,
Mrs. Susie Sargent add daughter Nora
have returned from a visit to her daughreturned last Monday.
The members of St. Mary’s choir will ter, Mrs. Elia Havey, in West Sullivan.

at

the home of

attend the choral concert

to be given in
Harbor Toursday evening, March 2.
Schools will close March 3, as will also
the kindergarten which will reopen May 1
and continuethrougb the summer months,
Instead of being in session during the
winter as has always been the custom.
Bar

On

Saturday evening, Feb. 25,

an

enter-

tainment was given at the parish house
consisting of a Japanese wedding, presented by thirteen ladies, Instrumental
duets, and a mixed quartette. At the
close refreshments were sold, the proceeds
to assist in
the
maintenance of the
kindergarten.
On Tuesday evening, Feb. 21, St. Mary’e
chapter, O. E. 3., was organized by B. F.
Hadley,of Bar Harbor, who officiated In

Those on the sick list this week are
W. H. Bunker’s family, Mrs. J.C. Hammond, Mrs. Marne Bunker and Mr*. E.
C. Sargent.
Dr. A. E. Small, of Winter Harbor, wfcO
has been seriously ill in New York, writes
that he la

much

turn home the

improved,

and

will

re-

first of March.
H.

Feb. 27.
MINTURN.
Mrs.

Randall Trat.k, who baa been very

111, la Improving.
Mra. George Stewart, who baa been via*
ttlng her daughters, Mra. Cora Bridge**
Mra. Angufata Bridge*, and Mr*. Annie

Sadler, returned Sunday to her home at
other leading universities in this
the North Marguerite.
country,
department ol commerce first had In
and
Its
J.
commendation
Feb. 27.
by President the absence ot the grand patron, Malon
mind, provided that all boats propelled
will be exemplified by a troupe Patteraon, who waa unable to be
ized that
the dignified judge
seated wholly or in part by machinery, should Koosevelt,
present.
The merchant who does not advertise in
farthest at the right of the chief justice be regarded as steam vessels within the of Japanese acrobats at Keith's, Boston, Following Is a list ot officers: Mrs. Mary
the week of Marcb 6, as part of one of
was the “my captain” of Oliver Wendell
Holmes, W. M.; Frank G. Spurting, W. a dull eeason makes it more profitable for
meaning ol the law. That, should it
the best vaudeville shows of the season.
Holmes the First, the hero of that deP.; Mrs. Emma Spurting, A. M.; Ina M. those who do advertise.
become law, would
make every little
Among the snrronndlng entertainers Spurting, secretary; Mrs. Lydia Graves,
lightful sketch by the essayist-poet, gasoline boat subject to regulations that
are Sidney Grant,
which he called “In Search of the Cap- steamboat inspectors entorce.
monologue comedian treasurer; Mrs.Sarah Foster, conductress;
SUftrctisnnRits.
tain”. Yet It was a true story—of the
A year or so ago a movement In that and mimic; the Dollar troupe of acrobats, Mrs. Flora Manchester, A. C.; Miss Lueila
of
one
the
greatest
organizations of the Corson, Adah; Mrs. Caroline Turner,
paternal quest of the son reported seri- direction was made, but it was promptly
ously wounded at Antietam.
checked at the Houbb end by Uov. Bur- kind In world; J. A. Murpby and Glotse Ruth; Mrs. Adelma Joy, Esther; Mrs.
in
an
eccentric
Willard,
Numerous
comedy sketch, Annie Hodgdon, Martha; Mrs. Mary
distressing circumstances leigh, who pointed out the hardship and
united to throw the anxious father off also the injustice that would result. One with specialties, and the Delmore sisters, Frost, Electa; Mrs. Nora Sinclair, war- An
Early Form of
talented
instrumentalists
and vocalists.
the track, again and again, but at length proposition
der; Elsie Holmes, sentinel; Mrs. Evelyn
was that certain
launches,
the
motion
Among
the search culminated happily
plctnree to be ex- Manchester, chaplain; Mrs. Evadne Bun- But It Is a Warning That Should
la a carrying a certain
number ol people,
railroad train. This is what Dr. Holmes should have a duly qualified pilot. The hibited in the blograph will be one ker, marshal; Mrs. Rose Redder, organist.
Be Heeded
Gov.
showing
Donglas, of Massachusetts,
Feb. 27.
wrote of it:
M.
legislation, as proposed, was killed In the
his home, his faotory and the
“In the first oar, on the fourth seat to committee on merchant
marine and leaving
January 6, tgo+
state house.
Dear Sirs:—
the right, 1 saw my captain; there saw 1 fisheries.
WEST GOULDSBORO.
him, even my firstborn, whom I
had
Miss Mamie Pendleton, of Winter HarMy husband was troubled with heart
Washington is now becoming qulok “You talk about posters and your ads. upon the
sought through many cities.
bun and could find no relief until*
bor, Is at work for Mrs. F. P. Noyes.
with
in
o(
fence,
the
inauactivity
anticipation
‘How are you, boy?’
friend advised him to take your "L.
Mrs. George Allen, of “The
guration. Congress is proceeding at a But they ain't the kind o’ mediums that appeals
Sands”, F.” Atwood’s Bitters.
‘How are ypn, dad?’
to common sense;
Ib visiting relatives here.
Prospect
"Such are the proprieties of life ae
more rapid pace, aware that only a
Harbor,
little
Since taking it he is entirely cured.
they
You may talk about your dodgers, and
are observed among us
your
Miss Mae Cummings, who has been at
Anglo-Saxons of tew days lor the completion of its tasks
Gratefully yours,
the nineteenth century,
and such,
decently dlegnls- remain. The city Is filling up with win- But! circulars
work
for
Mrs, J. B. Wood, has been called
calculate they don't assist an advertiser
MRS. MELISSA MERCHANT,
lng those natural impulses that made
much;
home
ter
who
visitors,
by the Illness of her parents.
prefer to come here leis- And
Joseph, the prime minister of Egypt, weep
Hall Quarry, Mt. Desert, Me.
especially in winter, when the snow Is on
aloud so that the
Egyptians and the urely and live at the hotels,right through
the ground,
Quite a number of members from Tughouse of Pharoah heard—nay, which had
Don’t neglect your digestion until n
I wonder where your posters and your dodgers
the Inauguration period.
once overcome his
wassah council, Jr. O. U. A.
can be found?
shaggy old uncle Esau
M., attended is too late.
The extended frame structures that will But within the cozy
so entirely that he fell on his
homestead, when the parlor the convention at EllBworth last Thursbrother’s
You can depend upon “L. F.'
stove’s
neck and cried like a baby, in the
rise
Into inaugural viewing-stands are alaglow,
presIhe
ence of all the women.”
newspaper Is read aloud to everyone we day. Among them were Charlie Myric, wood's Bitters. An old established
ready appearing. One long structure Is
Pearl Bunker, Alvah
Preble, Linwood family remedy of merit
Harvard

and

_

“HeaLrt Burn”

Dyspepsia

